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We examine the heat and charge transport of a driven topological superconductor. Our particular
system of interest consists of a Y-junction of topological superconducting wires, hosting non-Abelian
Majorana zero modes at their edges. The system is contacted to two leads which act as continuous
detectors of the system state. We calculate, via a scattering matrix approach, the full counting
statistics of the driven heat transport, between two terminals contacted to the system, for small
adiabatic driving and characterise the energy transport properties as a function of the system pa-
rameters (driving frequency, temperature). We find that the geometric, dynamic contribution to the
pumped heat statistics results in a correction to the Gallavotti-Cohen type fluctuation theorem for
quantum heat transfer. Notably, the correction term to the fluctuation theorem extends to cycles
which correspond to topologically protected braiding of the Majorana zero modes. This geometric
correction to the fluctuation theorem differs from its analogs in previously studied systems in that
(i) it is non-vanishing for adiabatic cycles of the system’s parameters, without the need for cyclic
driving of the leads and (ii) it is insensitive to small, slow fluctuations of the driving parameters due
to the topological protection of the braiding operation.
I. INTRODUCTION
The time dependent, cyclic evolution of the internal
parameters of a quantum system can lead to the accu-
mulation of a geometric phase that depends solely on the
path traversed in parameter space and not on the dura-
tion of the cycle itself [1]. This geometric phase mani-
fests itself in different phenomena in all areas of physics
[2]. Geometric contributions to quantum evolution be-
come particularly interesting for many-body systems in
a topological phase of matter, hosting non-Abelian exci-
tations at their edges [3]. In this case, the phase is gen-
eralized to a unitary operation protected against details
of the system and the evolution, which makes anyons
appealing excitations for potential use in fault tolerant
quantum computation [4, 5]. A particularly interesting
case of non-Abelian zero energy excitations are Majorana
zero modes, which exist on the surface of topological su-
perconductors [6, 7]. The proposal to engineer topolog-
ical superconductivity in semiconductor nanostructures
[8–11] has received compelling experimental indications
[11–15] and led to proposals for quantum information
processing [5, 16–18].
Geometric contributions have generically found to be
evident in transport processes such as pumped charge
and heat currents in cyclically manipulated quantum sys-
tems with few degrees of freedom [19–31]. Such contri-
butions, in the case of heat transport, are non-trivially
affected by the presence and manipulation of Majorana
zero-modes [32–36]. The importance of studying trans-
port in such systems is further reflected by the iden-
tification of topological indices in scattering processes
for topological superconductors [37–39]. Notably, for
systems with few degrees of freedom, recent studies
[19, 40, 41] have suggested that geometric contributions
to the full statistics of heat transfer processes result in the
apparent violation of fluctuation theorems, which quan-
tify the likelihood of anomalous heat transfer against a
thermal gradient [42].
Motivated by these findings, it becomes of interest to
investigate how the topological protection of the geomet-
ric phases in Majorana based manipulations is reflected
in the corrections of the aforementioned fluctuation the-
orem. In this spirit, we further explore the influence of
geometric contributions to the full counting statistics of
pumped heat transport, in the case of the exchange of
two Majorana fermions performed within a Y-junction
of topologically superconducting nanowires. We address
our interest specifically to the effect upon fluctuation the-
orems. By using a scattering matrix approach, we will
show that we find a non-zero geometric contribution to
the probability generating function and that this contri-
bution does indeed lead to a correction to the Gallavotti-
Cohen type fluctuation theorem. Such a correction gener-
ically exists for arbitrary adiabatic cycles in parameter
space, but it extends to the case of Majorana braiding,
in which it becomes insensitive to slow time-fluctuations
of the driving parameters.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we develop
the general formalism to compute the full counting statis-
tics of energy transfer via scattering matrices, including
both particle and hole degrees of freedom required for
superconducting systems. We then address the protocols
of interest in Sec. III, where we analyze the scattering
matrix for a driven Y-junction of 1-dimensional p-wave
superconductors. We employ our formalism to compute
the transport properties beyond the average current in
Sec. IV and the corrections to the Gallavotti-Cohen fluc-
tuation theorem in Sec. V. In the latter we first address
pumping cycles of small amplitude and finally extend
our results to topologically protected braiding, where we
characterize the topological features in the corrections to
the mentioned fluctuation theorem.
2
II. FULL COUNTING STATISTICS FOR
PUMPED HEAT TRANSPORT
In order to study the behaviour of thermal fluctua-
tions throughout any pumped process, it is necessary to
extract information beyond the average pumped quanti-
ties and hence uncover the full statistical distribution of
the transport process. Such information is provided by
the probability distribution, P (Q, T ), for some quantity
of interest Q, e.g. charge or energy, transported across a
system throughout some time period T . This distribu-
tion can be accessed via the full counting statistics (FCS)
of the transport process and, in particular, the Fourier
transform of P (Q, T ) known as the characteristic func-
tion (CF), χ(λ), where λ denotes the counting field.
While proposals for detecting the FCS of electronic
current specific systems have been put forward [43–47],
it is well known that experimental measurements of FCS
and the full probability distribution of electronic and heat
transport are challenging and at present not accessible.
Nonetheless, FCS remains a widely studied, powerful the-
oretical tool for addressing fundamental transport prop-
erties, including the nature of thermal fluctuation theo-
rems [23, 26, 48].
The FCS of charge transfer, originally introduced for
DC transport [49], has previously been evaluated for
pumped electronic charge [23, 26] and for specific non-
adiabatic periodic driving of superconducting devices
[50]. For the case of a Majorana braiding, for which
topological features are apparent in scattering proper-
ties, we construct the FCS based on the scattering ma-
trix formalism. We consider a superconducting system
under the cyclic modulation of some internal parameters,
which in this case correspond to the couplings between
the external and central Majorana states present in a su-
perconducting Y-junction (cf. Fig. 1). This time depen-
dent manipulation facilitates inelastic scattering events
and as a result, it is important to carefully consider both
the energy and time dependence of the scattering events
when defining the CF. We define the CF for the heat, Q,
pumped during the total cycle period T as
χQ(λ) =
ˆ
dQeiλQP (Q, T ). (1)
The probability distribution for the total cycle, P (Q, T ),
can be obtained by considering the heat transported dur-













P (qt1 , qt2 , ...),
(2)
where {qti} denotes all possible combinations of the heat
quantities qti , transported in each discrete time step ti.
By considering the particle baths in the external leads
to be large, so that the ingoing distribution function at
any time t is given by the equilibrium Fermi distribution
function, and if relaxation times are fast enough, we can
assume independence of the probability distribution at
each time. The CF can then be written as a product of














































Taking the continuous limit, ti → 0, we can write the cu-
mulant generating function (CGF), defined as GQ(λ) =





We have therefore reduced the calculation, of the total
FCS of driven heat transport, to that of a CF at a frozen
time t, which we denote as χt(λ). The latter is computed







Here the operators Q̂→(←)(t) describe the energy carried
by particles in the left lead, entering (leaving) the junc-
tion with the internal system of interest, at some time
t. The heat current in the left lead, IL, is then defined
as the difference between the energy carried by the elec-
trons and holes traveling from the scattering center into










where f→(ε) and f←(ε) are the ingoing and outgoing
electron distribution functions in the left lead at energy
ε, temperature T and voltage bias µ. Since the leads
are thermal reservoirs, the energy absorbed by the leads,
measured with respect to the chemical potential, is re-
garded as pure heat [52]. The CF in Eq. 5 has been
previously evaluated for the case of charge transfer be-
tween superconducting leads in static systems by B.A.
Muzykantskii and D.E. Khmelnitskii [51]. We extend,
hereafter, this formalism to the case of heat transport
and adiabatically driven systems.
The heat operators can be written in terms of fermionic











































The ingoing, âi, and outgoing, φ̂i, electron (e) and hole
(h) scattering states in the left (L) and right (R) leads












where the scatering matrix depends explicitly on two en-
ergies since the scattered particles can absorb or emit
energy, due to the external driving. For a periodically
driven system, as we are considering here, energy can
be absorbed or emitted only in multiples of the driving
frequency, so that ε̃ = ε−nω. With this relationship be-
tween ingoing and outgoing states, Eq. 5, 7 and 8 allow
the FCS for heat transport to be accessed entirely via
the full Floquet scattering matrix describing transport
across the internal system.
A. Adiabatic and small driving amplitude limit
In general, for a time dependent driven system, it is dif-
ficult to determine the elements of the full Floquet scat-
tering matrix, which accommodates for all possible in-
elastic scattering events induced by the driving. In order
to make analytical progress, we choose to study a model
subjected to two important approximations. Firstly, we
assume that the periodic driving of the system is adia-
batic, in the sense that the driving period, T , is large
compared to the scattering time. In this situation, scat-
tering can be considered instantaneous and described by
a frozen scattering matrix, S(ε, t), the properties of which
are modulated periodically by the driving. More pre-
cisely, if the driving is switched off, the Floquet scat-
tering matrix in Eq. (9), SF (ε, ε), describes an energy
dependent, time-translation-invariant scattering process.
If the matrix depends on time via a parameter, one can
consider such a frozen scattering matrix parametrically
depending on time, SF,t(ε, ε) ≡ S(ε, t). Secondly, we as-
sume that the amplitude of the driving, in the relevant
parameter space of the system, is small. In Sec. V A we
will show that the results yielded from this approach can
be extended to the case of the Majorana braiding, for
which the amplitude of the driving can no longer be con-
sider small with respect to the values of the parameters
at the center of the cycle.
The weak, adiabatic, periodic driving of parameters,
such as the lead temperatures or lead coupling strength,
with frequency ω can be modeled as
Xj(t) = Xj,0 +Xj,ωe
i(ωt−ηj) +Xj,ωe
−i(ωt−ηj). (10)
With the assumption that the amplitude of this mod-
ulation, Xj,ω, is small enough to expand to first order,
then the corresponding time dependence of the scattering
matrix can be expressed as [30]









The scattering matrix in this form corresponds to a ze-
roth order expansion in frequency of the full Floquet scat-
tering matrix, whilst allowing only scattering processes
between nearest energy sidebands in addition to elastic
events. The corresponding operators for scattered states












where creation and annihilation operators for the four
ingoing channels at energy εi are defined in Eq. 9. Before
using this approximation of the scattering matrix in the
expressions for the ingoing and outgoing heat operators
(Eqs. 7, 8), we notice that upon calculation of the CGF
in Eq. 4, and hence integration over the driving time
period, only terms where ε = ε′ will contribute to the
heat operators. Consequently, the evaluation of the CGF
only requires the calculation of the ingoing and outgoing
number operators at a single energy, defined as









The number operators for both the ingoing and outgoing
particle states can then be expressed in terms of matrices,
















with α, β ∈ {Le, Lh, Re, Rh}. Here the ingoing scattering





= δαLe(h)δαβδεiεlδεiεj . (15)
However, the inelastic scattering events, induced by the









































Using these matrices P in Eq. 5, the characteristic func-


























i εiPεi→, D =
∑
i εiPεi← and the sum of the





εi→. The relevant density matrix, ρ,
is block diagonal in the energy basis with the block at
each energy εi being given by ρ
εl
ij = 〈âi†εl âjεl〉 = fi(εl)δij .
Importantly P are projective matrices, P 2 = P , as shown
in Appendix B. Under this condition, it has been proven
[51] that the expectation value in Eq. 17 can be expressed



















In general the matrix Mt(λ) will be of block pentadiag-
onal form in an infinite energy basis. In order to make
analytical progress we can split the matrix Pεi← into two
contributions as P 0εi← + P̃εi←, where P
0
εi← describes the
part of the matrix which survives in the static limit and
P̃εi← includes all contributions that arise from the peri-
odic driving and hence all terms involving the sideband
scattering matrix coefficients S±ω. Subsequently we can
split the matrix Mt as Mt,0 + M̃t, where
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where I is the identity matrix. Here we have labeled
the contribution which would survive in the static limit,
arising due to only elastic scattering events, as Gelas(λ)
and the contribution arising from the adiabatic driving as
Gpump(λ). Since we are working in the limit of small am-
plitude parameter modulation, in which these dynamic
contributions to the scattering matrix are small, keep-
ing only terms quadratic in Xj,ω would appear to be a
justifiable approximation. Terms of this nature appear
in both the linear and quadratic contributions to the ex-





contribution to the CGF from the driving can be Taylor













This approximation has significantly simplified our cal-
culation. In particular the matrix Mt,0 is block diagonal
in the discretised energy basis. Its determinant can then
be written as a product of the determinants of each of
the individual blocks Mt,0(ε). In the continuous limit the












Similarly, since the dynamic contribution can be ex-
pressed as a trace, we can again consider the diagonal
blocks at each energy separately and in the continuous


















Eqs. 22 and 23 constitute the first main results of this
work and can be used to determine the heat transport
statistics and fluctuation theorems for weak and adia-
batic cyclically driven systems in terms of the scattering
matrix.
In the case that we have the simultaneous variation
of just two parameters of the Hamiltonian, the dynamic
contribution to the generating function exhibits two dis-
tinct contributions. The first consists of terms dependent
only on the variation of a single Hamiltonian parame-
ter and is hence proportional to X2j,ω. This contribution
is independent upon the direction of the driving in pa-
rameter space and survives in the case where only a sin-
gle parameter is varied. The second contribution is, in
contrast, geometric in nature and hence only dependent
upon the path traversed in parameter space during the
driving cycle. We find that this contribution, Ggeom(λ),
is independent of the driving frequency and identified by
its proportionality to X1,ωX2,ω. The sign of this con-
tribution is sensitive to the direction of traversal of the
contour in parameter space associated with the driving,
a feature which distinguishes it from both the static and
non-geometric pumped contributions and could hence be
used to isolate the geometric contribution in an experi-
ment capable of accessing the FCS of heat transport.
Geometric contributions to the full counting statistics
of heat transport have previous been demonstrated to
produce corrections to fluctuation theorems [19]. This
contribution takes on further interest within systems
where the accumulated geometric phase is topologically
protected against fluctuations in the driving cycle, such
as a Majorana braiding protocol. Furthermore, although
the derivation of the FCS here used the approximation
that the amplitude of the driven cycle is small in param-
eter space, we show in Sec. V A that our analysis can be
extended to large amplitude pumps for the case of such
geometric contributions.
B. Full Counting Statistics for pumped charge
transport
The calculation in the previous section can be repro-
duced for the case of electronic transport of an adiabati-
cally driven system. In this case, the characteristic func-
















and where e is
the unit of electronic charge. This expression reflects the
fact that electrons and holes, traveling in the same direc-
tion with respect to the scattering centre, carry charge
in opposite directions. From this new starting point,
one can show that the corresponding elastic and dynamic
contributions to the CGF can be expressed analogously
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<latexit sha1_base64="RFU3nl7xu9g/Y9nHUBAgUNL/P5o=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvQU0lE0GPBgx6r2A9oQ5lsN+3S3U3c3Qgl9E948aCIV/+ON/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNp737RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epIrRJYh6rToiaciZp0zDDaSdRFEXIaTscX8/89hNVmsXywUwSGggcShYxgsZKnd4NCoH9+3654tW8OdxV4uekAjka/fJXbxCTVFBpCEetu76XmCBDZRjhdFrqpZomSMY4pF1LJQqqg2x+79Q9s8rAjWJlSxp3rv6eyFBoPRGh7RRoRnrZm4n/ed3URFdBxmSSGirJYlGUctfE7ux5d8AUJYZPLEGimL3VJSNUSIyNqGRD8JdfXiWt85rv1fy7i0q9msdRhBM4hSr4cAl1uIUGNIEAh2d4hTfn0Xlx3p2PRWvByWeO4Q+czx+pJ4+g</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RFU3nl7xu9g/Y9nHUBAgUNL/P5o=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvQU0lE0GPBgx6r2A9oQ5lsN+3S3U3c3Qgl9E948aCIV/+ON/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNp737RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epIrRJYh6rToiaciZp0zDDaSdRFEXIaTscX8/89hNVmsXywUwSGggcShYxgsZKnd4NCoH9+3654tW8OdxV4uekAjka/fJXbxCTVFBpCEetu76XmCBDZRjhdFrqpZomSMY4pF1LJQqqg2x+79Q9s8rAjWJlSxp3rv6eyFBoPRGh7RRoRnrZm4n/ed3URFdBxmSSGirJYlGUctfE7ux5d8AUJYZPLEGimL3VJSNUSIyNqGRD8JdfXiWt85rv1fy7i0q9msdRhBM4hSr4cAl1uIUGNIEAh2d4hTfn0Xlx3p2PRWvByWeO4Q+czx+pJ4+g</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RFU3nl7xu9g/Y9nHUBAgUNL/P5o=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvQU0lE0GPBgx6r2A9oQ5lsN+3S3U3c3Qgl9E948aCIV/+ON/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNp737RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epIrRJYh6rToiaciZp0zDDaSdRFEXIaTscX8/89hNVmsXywUwSGggcShYxgsZKnd4NCoH9+3654tW8OdxV4uekAjka/fJXbxCTVFBpCEetu76XmCBDZRjhdFrqpZomSMY4pF1LJQqqg2x+79Q9s8rAjWJlSxp3rv6eyFBoPRGh7RRoRnrZm4n/ed3URFdBxmSSGirJYlGUctfE7ux5d8AUJYZPLEGimL3VJSNUSIyNqGRD8JdfXiWt85rv1fy7i0q9msdRhBM4hSr4cAl1uIUGNIEAh2d4hTfn0Xlx3p2PRWvByWeO4Q+czx+pJ4+g</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RFU3nl7xu9g/Y9nHUBAgUNL/P5o=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvQU0lE0GPBgx6r2A9oQ5lsN+3S3U3c3Qgl9E948aCIV/+ON/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNp737RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epIrRJYh6rToiaciZp0zDDaSdRFEXIaTscX8/89hNVmsXywUwSGggcShYxgsZKnd4NCoH9+3654tW8OdxV4uekAjka/fJXbxCTVFBpCEetu76XmCBDZRjhdFrqpZomSMY4pF1LJQqqg2x+79Q9s8rAjWJlSxp3rv6eyFBoPRGh7RRoRnrZm4n/ed3URFdBxmSSGirJYlGUctfE7ux5d8AUJYZPLEGimL3VJSNUSIyNqGRD8JdfXiWt85rv1fy7i0q9msdRhBM4hSr4cAl1uIUGNIEAh2d4hTfn0Xlx3p2PRWvByWeO4Q+czx+pJ4+g</latexit>Left lead
<latexit sha1_base64="Hjs4PFlwYfx75p0eOB/ljbE3N6I=">AAAB8HicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avqKXNYhBShbs0WgZsLCwimA9JjrC3N5cs2b07dueEcORX2FgoYuvPsfPfuEmu0MQHA4/3ZpiZF6RSGHTdb2djc2t7Z7e0V94/ODw6rpycdkySaQ5tnshE9wJmQIoY2ihQQi/VwFQgoRtMbuZ+9wm0EUn8gNMUfMVGsYgEZ2ilxzuIkEpg4bBSdevuAnSdeAWpkgKtYeVrECY8UxAjl8yYvuem6OdMo+ASZuVBZiBlfMJG0Lc0ZgqMny8OntFLq4Q0SrStGOlC/T2RM2XMVAW2UzEcm1VvLv7n9TOMrv1cxGmGEPPloiiTFBM6/56GQgNHObWEcS3srZSPmWYcbUZlG4K3+vI66TTqnlv37hvVZq2Io0TOyQWpEY9ckSa5JS3SJpwo8kxeyZujnRfn3flYtm44xcwZ+QPn8wdK14/5</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Hjs4PFlwYfx75p0eOB/ljbE3N6I=">AAAB8HicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avqKXNYhBShbs0WgZsLCwimA9JjrC3N5cs2b07dueEcORX2FgoYuvPsfPfuEmu0MQHA4/3ZpiZF6RSGHTdb2djc2t7Z7e0V94/ODw6rpycdkySaQ5tnshE9wJmQIoY2ihQQi/VwFQgoRtMbuZ+9wm0EUn8gNMUfMVGsYgEZ2ilxzuIkEpg4bBSdevuAnSdeAWpkgKtYeVrECY8UxAjl8yYvuem6OdMo+ASZuVBZiBlfMJG0Lc0ZgqMny8OntFLq4Q0SrStGOlC/T2RM2XMVAW2UzEcm1VvLv7n9TOMrv1cxGmGEPPloiiTFBM6/56GQgNHObWEcS3srZSPmWYcbUZlG4K3+vI66TTqnlv37hvVZq2Io0TOyQWpEY9ckSa5JS3SJpwo8kxeyZujnRfn3flYtm44xcwZ+QPn8wdK14/5</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Hjs4PFlwYfx75p0eOB/ljbE3N6I=">AAAB8HicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avqKXNYhBShbs0WgZsLCwimA9JjrC3N5cs2b07dueEcORX2FgoYuvPsfPfuEmu0MQHA4/3ZpiZF6RSGHTdb2djc2t7Z7e0V94/ODw6rpycdkySaQ5tnshE9wJmQIoY2ihQQi/VwFQgoRtMbuZ+9wm0EUn8gNMUfMVGsYgEZ2ilxzuIkEpg4bBSdevuAnSdeAWpkgKtYeVrECY8UxAjl8yYvuem6OdMo+ASZuVBZiBlfMJG0Lc0ZgqMny8OntFLq4Q0SrStGOlC/T2RM2XMVAW2UzEcm1VvLv7n9TOMrv1cxGmGEPPloiiTFBM6/56GQgNHObWEcS3srZSPmWYcbUZlG4K3+vI66TTqnlv37hvVZq2Io0TOyQWpEY9ckSa5JS3SJpwo8kxeyZujnRfn3flYtm44xcwZ+QPn8wdK14/5</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Hjs4PFlwYfx75p0eOB/ljbE3N6I=">AAAB8HicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avqKXNYhBShbs0WgZsLCwimA9JjrC3N5cs2b07dueEcORX2FgoYuvPsfPfuEmu0MQHA4/3ZpiZF6RSGHTdb2djc2t7Z7e0V94/ODw6rpycdkySaQ5tnshE9wJmQIoY2ihQQi/VwFQgoRtMbuZ+9wm0EUn8gNMUfMVGsYgEZ2ilxzuIkEpg4bBSdevuAnSdeAWpkgKtYeVrECY8UxAjl8yYvuem6OdMo+ASZuVBZiBlfMJG0Lc0ZgqMny8OntFLq4Q0SrStGOlC/T2RM2XMVAW2UzEcm1VvLv7n9TOMrv1cxGmGEPPloiiTFBM6/56GQgNHObWEcS3srZSPmWYcbUZlG4K3+vI66TTqnlv37hvVZq2Io0TOyQWpEY9ckSa5JS3SJpwo8kxeyZujnRfn3flYtm44xcwZ+QPn8wdK14/5</latexit>
Right lead
<latexit sha1_base64="39BxBdPcJgc5PbzPI5jI9UvluUc=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSL0VJJe9Fjw4rGK/cA2lM1m0i7dbMLuRCih/8KLB0W8+m+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLUikMuu63s7G5tb2zW9or7x8cHh1XTk47Jsk0hzZPZKJ7ATMghYI2CpTQSzWwOJDQDSY3c7/7BNqIRD3gNAU/ZiMlIsEZWunxXozGSCWwcFipunV3AbpOvIJUSYHWsPI1CBOexaCQS2ZM33NT9HOmUXAJs/IgM5AyPmEj6FuqWAzGzxcXz+ilVUIaJdqWQrpQf0/kLDZmGge2M2Y4NqveXPzP62cYXfu5UGmGoPhyUZRJigmdv09DoYGjnFrCuBb2VsrHTDOONqSyDcFbfXmddBp1z617d41qs1bEUSLn5ILUiEeuSJPckhZpE04UeSav5M0xzovz7nwsWzecYuaM/IHz+QMiCpB2</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="39BxBdPcJgc5PbzPI5jI9UvluUc=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSL0VJJe9Fjw4rGK/cA2lM1m0i7dbMLuRCih/8KLB0W8+m+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLUikMuu63s7G5tb2zW9or7x8cHh1XTk47Jsk0hzZPZKJ7ATMghYI2CpTQSzWwOJDQDSY3c7/7BNqIRD3gNAU/ZiMlIsEZWunxXozGSCWwcFipunV3AbpOvIJUSYHWsPI1CBOexaCQS2ZM33NT9HOmUXAJs/IgM5AyPmEj6FuqWAzGzxcXz+ilVUIaJdqWQrpQf0/kLDZmGge2M2Y4NqveXPzP62cYXfu5UGmGoPhyUZRJigmdv09DoYGjnFrCuBb2VsrHTDOONqSyDcFbfXmddBp1z617d41qs1bEUSLn5ILUiEeuSJPckhZpE04UeSav5M0xzovz7nwsWzecYuaM/IHz+QMiCpB2</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="39BxBdPcJgc5PbzPI5jI9UvluUc=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSL0VJJe9Fjw4rGK/cA2lM1m0i7dbMLuRCih/8KLB0W8+m+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLUikMuu63s7G5tb2zW9or7x8cHh1XTk47Jsk0hzZPZKJ7ATMghYI2CpTQSzWwOJDQDSY3c7/7BNqIRD3gNAU/ZiMlIsEZWunxXozGSCWwcFipunV3AbpOvIJUSYHWsPI1CBOexaCQS2ZM33NT9HOmUXAJs/IgM5AyPmEj6FuqWAzGzxcXz+ilVUIaJdqWQrpQf0/kLDZmGge2M2Y4NqveXPzP62cYXfu5UGmGoPhyUZRJigmdv09DoYGjnFrCuBb2VsrHTDOONqSyDcFbfXmddBp1z617d41qs1bEUSLn5ILUiEeuSJPckhZpE04UeSav5M0xzovz7nwsWzecYuaM/IHz+QMiCpB2</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="39BxBdPcJgc5PbzPI5jI9UvluUc=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSL0VJJe9Fjw4rGK/cA2lM1m0i7dbMLuRCih/8KLB0W8+m+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLUikMuu63s7G5tb2zW9or7x8cHh1XTk47Jsk0hzZPZKJ7ATMghYI2CpTQSzWwOJDQDSY3c7/7BNqIRD3gNAU/ZiMlIsEZWunxXozGSCWwcFipunV3AbpOvIJUSYHWsPI1CBOexaCQS2ZM33NT9HOmUXAJs/IgM5AyPmEj6FuqWAzGzxcXz+ilVUIaJdqWQrpQf0/kLDZmGge2M2Y4NqveXPzP62cYXfu5UGmGoPhyUZRJigmdv09DoYGjnFrCuBb2VsrHTDOONqSyDcFbfXmddBp1z617d41qs1bEUSLn5ILUiEeuSJPckhZpE04UeSav5M0xzovz7nwsWzecYuaM/IHz+QMiCpB2</latexit>
(a)
<latexit sha1_base64="HwKoFOLmJlrp62JWu/TW1zaWjZs=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoiBT0WvHisaD+gDWWznbRLN5uwuxFK6E/w4kERr/4ib/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTto5TxbDFYhGrbkA1Ci6xZbgR2E0U0igQ2Akmt3O/84RK81g+mmmCfkRHkoecUWOlhyq9HJQrbs1dgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEUrDBNW657mJ8TOqDGcCZ6V+qjGhbEJH2LNU0gi1ny1OnZELqwxJGCtb0pCF+nsio5HW0yiwnRE1Y73qzcX/vF5qwhs/4zJJDUq2XBSmgpiYzP8mQ66QGTG1hDLF7a2EjamizNh0SjYEb/XlddK+qnluzbuvVxrVPI4inME5VMGDa2jAHTShBQxG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz6WrQUnnzmFP3A+fwCA2Y0w</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HwKoFOLmJlrp62JWu/TW1zaWjZs=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoiBT0WvHisaD+gDWWznbRLN5uwuxFK6E/w4kERr/4ib/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTto5TxbDFYhGrbkA1Ci6xZbgR2E0U0igQ2Akmt3O/84RK81g+mmmCfkRHkoecUWOlhyq9HJQrbs1dgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEUrDBNW657mJ8TOqDGcCZ6V+qjGhbEJH2LNU0gi1ny1OnZELqwxJGCtb0pCF+nsio5HW0yiwnRE1Y73qzcX/vF5qwhs/4zJJDUq2XBSmgpiYzP8mQ66QGTG1hDLF7a2EjamizNh0SjYEb/XlddK+qnluzbuvVxrVPI4inME5VMGDa2jAHTShBQxG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz6WrQUnnzmFP3A+fwCA2Y0w</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HwKoFOLmJlrp62JWu/TW1zaWjZs=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoiBT0WvHisaD+gDWWznbRLN5uwuxFK6E/w4kERr/4ib/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTto5TxbDFYhGrbkA1Ci6xZbgR2E0U0igQ2Akmt3O/84RK81g+mmmCfkRHkoecUWOlhyq9HJQrbs1dgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEUrDBNW657mJ8TOqDGcCZ6V+qjGhbEJH2LNU0gi1ny1OnZELqwxJGCtb0pCF+nsio5HW0yiwnRE1Y73qzcX/vF5qwhs/4zJJDUq2XBSmgpiYzP8mQ66QGTG1hDLF7a2EjamizNh0SjYEb/XlddK+qnluzbuvVxrVPI4inME5VMGDa2jAHTShBQxG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz6WrQUnnzmFP3A+fwCA2Y0w</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HwKoFOLmJlrp62JWu/TW1zaWjZs=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoiBT0WvHisaD+gDWWznbRLN5uwuxFK6E/w4kERr/4ib/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTto5TxbDFYhGrbkA1Ci6xZbgR2E0U0igQ2Akmt3O/84RK81g+mmmCfkRHkoecUWOlhyq9HJQrbs1dgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEUrDBNW657mJ8TOqDGcCZ6V+qjGhbEJH2LNU0gi1ny1OnZELqwxJGCtb0pCF+nsio5HW0yiwnRE1Y73qzcX/vF5qwhs/4zJJDUq2XBSmgpiYzP8mQ66QGTG1hDLF7a2EjamizNh0SjYEb/XlddK+qnluzbuvVxrVPI4inME5VMGDa2jAHTShBQxG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz6WrQUnnzmFP3A+fwCA2Y0w</latexit>
✓
<latexit sha1_base64="fd2Xwa0NO3816oFVlumo0RohyjM=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoOQU9gVQY8BLx4jmAckS5idzCZjZmeWmV4hhPyDFw+KePV/vPk3TpI9aGJBQ1HVTXdXlEph0fe/vcLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhUPj5pWZ0ZxptMS206EbVcCsWbKFDyTmo4TSLJ29H4du63n7ixQqsHnKQ8TOhQiVgwik5q9XDEkfbLFb/mL0DWSZCTCuRo9MtfvYFmWcIVMkmt7QZ+iuGUGhRM8lmpl1meUjamQ951VNGE23C6uHZGLpwyILE2rhSShfp7YkoTaydJ5DoTiiO76s3F/7xuhvFNOBUqzZArtlwUZ5KgJvPXyUAYzlBOHKHMCHcrYSNqKEMXUMmFEKy+vE5al7XArwX3V5V6NY+jCGdwDlUI4BrqcAcNaAKDR3iGV3jztPfivXsfy9aCl8+cwh94nz+cJY8O</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fd2Xwa0NO3816oFVlumo0RohyjM=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoOQU9gVQY8BLx4jmAckS5idzCZjZmeWmV4hhPyDFw+KePV/vPk3TpI9aGJBQ1HVTXdXlEph0fe/vcLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhUPj5pWZ0ZxptMS206EbVcCsWbKFDyTmo4TSLJ29H4du63n7ixQqsHnKQ8TOhQiVgwik5q9XDEkfbLFb/mL0DWSZCTCuRo9MtfvYFmWcIVMkmt7QZ+iuGUGhRM8lmpl1meUjamQ951VNGE23C6uHZGLpwyILE2rhSShfp7YkoTaydJ5DoTiiO76s3F/7xuhvFNOBUqzZArtlwUZ5KgJvPXyUAYzlBOHKHMCHcrYSNqKEMXUMmFEKy+vE5al7XArwX3V5V6NY+jCGdwDlUI4BrqcAcNaAKDR3iGV3jztPfivXsfy9aCl8+cwh94nz+cJY8O</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fd2Xwa0NO3816oFVlumo0RohyjM=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoOQU9gVQY8BLx4jmAckS5idzCZjZmeWmV4hhPyDFw+KePV/vPk3TpI9aGJBQ1HVTXdXlEph0fe/vcLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhUPj5pWZ0ZxptMS206EbVcCsWbKFDyTmo4TSLJ29H4du63n7ixQqsHnKQ8TOhQiVgwik5q9XDEkfbLFb/mL0DWSZCTCuRo9MtfvYFmWcIVMkmt7QZ+iuGUGhRM8lmpl1meUjamQ951VNGE23C6uHZGLpwyILE2rhSShfp7YkoTaydJ5DoTiiO76s3F/7xuhvFNOBUqzZArtlwUZ5KgJvPXyUAYzlBOHKHMCHcrYSNqKEMXUMmFEKy+vE5al7XArwX3V5V6NY+jCGdwDlUI4BrqcAcNaAKDR3iGV3jztPfivXsfy9aCl8+cwh94nz+cJY8O</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fd2Xwa0NO3816oFVlumo0RohyjM=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoOQU9gVQY8BLx4jmAckS5idzCZjZmeWmV4hhPyDFw+KePV/vPk3TpI9aGJBQ1HVTXdXlEph0fe/vcLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhUPj5pWZ0ZxptMS206EbVcCsWbKFDyTmo4TSLJ29H4du63n7ixQqsHnKQ8TOhQiVgwik5q9XDEkfbLFb/mL0DWSZCTCuRo9MtfvYFmWcIVMkmt7QZ+iuGUGhRM8lmpl1meUjamQ951VNGE23C6uHZGLpwyILE2rhSShfp7YkoTaydJ5DoTiiO76s3F/7xuhvFNOBUqzZArtlwUZ5KgJvPXyUAYzlBOHKHMCHcrYSNqKEMXUMmFEKy+vE5al7XArwX3V5V6NY+jCGdwDlUI4BrqcAcNaAKDR3iGV3jztPfivXsfy9aCl8+cwh94nz+cJY8O</latexit>
 
<latexit sha1_base64="j8jmSTLU5C02fEt6j9912TQ8a5g=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ34WetX1aOXYBF6Krsi6LHgxWMF+wHtUrJpthuaZJckK5Slf8GLB0W8+oe8+W/MtnvQ1gcDj/dmmJkXpoIb63nfaGNza3tnt7JX3T84PDqunZx2TZJpyjo0EYnuh8QwwRXrWG4F66eaERkK1gund4Xfe2La8EQ92lnKAkkmikecEltIwzTmo1rda3oL4HXil6QOJdqj2tdwnNBMMmWpIMYMfC+1QU605VSweXWYGZYSOiUTNnBUEclMkC9uneNLp4xxlGhXyuKF+nsiJ9KYmQxdpyQ2NqteIf7nDTIb3QY5V2lmmaLLRVEmsE1w8Tgec82oFTNHCNXc3YppTDSh1sVTdSH4qy+vk+5V0/ea/sN1vdUo46jAOVxAA3y4gRbcQxs6QCGGZ3iFNyTRC3pHH8vWDVTOnMEfoM8fC7aOJQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="j8jmSTLU5C02fEt6j9912TQ8a5g=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ34WetX1aOXYBF6Krsi6LHgxWMF+wHtUrJpthuaZJckK5Slf8GLB0W8+oe8+W/MtnvQ1gcDj/dmmJkXpoIb63nfaGNza3tnt7JX3T84PDqunZx2TZJpyjo0EYnuh8QwwRXrWG4F66eaERkK1gund4Xfe2La8EQ92lnKAkkmikecEltIwzTmo1rda3oL4HXil6QOJdqj2tdwnNBMMmWpIMYMfC+1QU605VSweXWYGZYSOiUTNnBUEclMkC9uneNLp4xxlGhXyuKF+nsiJ9KYmQxdpyQ2NqteIf7nDTIb3QY5V2lmmaLLRVEmsE1w8Tgec82oFTNHCNXc3YppTDSh1sVTdSH4qy+vk+5V0/ea/sN1vdUo46jAOVxAA3y4gRbcQxs6QCGGZ3iFNyTRC3pHH8vWDVTOnMEfoM8fC7aOJQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="j8jmSTLU5C02fEt6j9912TQ8a5g=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ34WetX1aOXYBF6Krsi6LHgxWMF+wHtUrJpthuaZJckK5Slf8GLB0W8+oe8+W/MtnvQ1gcDj/dmmJkXpoIb63nfaGNza3tnt7JX3T84PDqunZx2TZJpyjo0EYnuh8QwwRXrWG4F66eaERkK1gund4Xfe2La8EQ92lnKAkkmikecEltIwzTmo1rda3oL4HXil6QOJdqj2tdwnNBMMmWpIMYMfC+1QU605VSweXWYGZYSOiUTNnBUEclMkC9uneNLp4xxlGhXyuKF+nsiJ9KYmQxdpyQ2NqteIf7nDTIb3QY5V2lmmaLLRVEmsE1w8Tgec82oFTNHCNXc3YppTDSh1sVTdSH4qy+vk+5V0/ea/sN1vdUo46jAOVxAA3y4gRbcQxs6QCGGZ3iFNyTRC3pHH8vWDVTOnMEfoM8fC7aOJQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="j8jmSTLU5C02fEt6j9912TQ8a5g=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ34WetX1aOXYBF6Krsi6LHgxWMF+wHtUrJpthuaZJckK5Slf8GLB0W8+oe8+W/MtnvQ1gcDj/dmmJkXpoIb63nfaGNza3tnt7JX3T84PDqunZx2TZJpyjo0EYnuh8QwwRXrWG4F66eaERkK1gund4Xfe2La8EQ92lnKAkkmikecEltIwzTmo1rda3oL4HXil6QOJdqj2tdwnNBMMmWpIMYMfC+1QU605VSweXWYGZYSOiUTNnBUEclMkC9uneNLp4xxlGhXyuKF+nsiJ9KYmQxdpyQ2NqteIf7nDTIb3QY5V2lmmaLLRVEmsE1w8Tgec82oFTNHCNXc3YppTDSh1sVTdSH4qy+vk+5V0/ea/sN1vdUo46jAOVxAA3y4gRbcQxs6QCGGZ3iFNyTRC3pHH8vWDVTOnMEfoM8fC7aOJQ==</latexit>
 x
<latexit sha1_base64="3udFVxVTZHODOrJqP6J8ex/B/e0=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBByCrsi6DHgxWME84AkhN7JbDJkZnadmRXDkp/w4kERr/6ON//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e4KE8GN9f1vb219Y3Nru7BT3N3bPzgsHR03TZxqyho0FrFuh2iY4Io1LLeCtRPNUIaCtcLxzcxvPTJteKzu7SRhPYlDxSNO0Tqp3R2ilNh/6pfKftWfg6ySICdlyFHvl766g5imkilLBRrTCfzE9jLUllPBpsVualiCdIxD1nFUoWSml83vnZJzpwxIFGtXypK5+nsiQ2nMRIauU6IdmWVvJv7ndVIbXfcyrpLUMkUXi6JUEBuT2fNkwDWjVkwcQaq5u5XQEWqk1kVUdCEEyy+vkuZFNfCrwd1luVbJ4yjAKZxBBQK4ghrcQh0aQEHAM7zCm/fgvXjv3seidc3LZ07gD7zPHxQOj+Y=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3udFVxVTZHODOrJqP6J8ex/B/e0=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBByCrsi6DHgxWME84AkhN7JbDJkZnadmRXDkp/w4kERr/6ON//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e4KE8GN9f1vb219Y3Nru7BT3N3bPzgsHR03TZxqyho0FrFuh2iY4Io1LLeCtRPNUIaCtcLxzcxvPTJteKzu7SRhPYlDxSNO0Tqp3R2ilNh/6pfKftWfg6ySICdlyFHvl766g5imkilLBRrTCfzE9jLUllPBpsVualiCdIxD1nFUoWSml83vnZJzpwxIFGtXypK5+nsiQ2nMRIauU6IdmWVvJv7ndVIbXfcyrpLUMkUXi6JUEBuT2fNkwDWjVkwcQaq5u5XQEWqk1kVUdCEEyy+vkuZFNfCrwd1luVbJ4yjAKZxBBQK4ghrcQh0aQEHAM7zCm/fgvXjv3seidc3LZ07gD7zPHxQOj+Y=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3udFVxVTZHODOrJqP6J8ex/B/e0=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBByCrsi6DHgxWME84AkhN7JbDJkZnadmRXDkp/w4kERr/6ON//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e4KE8GN9f1vb219Y3Nru7BT3N3bPzgsHR03TZxqyho0FrFuh2iY4Io1LLeCtRPNUIaCtcLxzcxvPTJteKzu7SRhPYlDxSNO0Tqp3R2ilNh/6pfKftWfg6ySICdlyFHvl766g5imkilLBRrTCfzE9jLUllPBpsVualiCdIxD1nFUoWSml83vnZJzpwxIFGtXypK5+nsiQ2nMRIauU6IdmWVvJv7ndVIbXfcyrpLUMkUXi6JUEBuT2fNkwDWjVkwcQaq5u5XQEWqk1kVUdCEEyy+vkuZFNfCrwd1luVbJ4yjAKZxBBQK4ghrcQh0aQEHAM7zCm/fgvXjv3seidc3LZ07gD7zPHxQOj+Y=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3udFVxVTZHODOrJqP6J8ex/B/e0=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBByCrsi6DHgxWME84AkhN7JbDJkZnadmRXDkp/w4kERr/6ON//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e4KE8GN9f1vb219Y3Nru7BT3N3bPzgsHR03TZxqyho0FrFuh2iY4Io1LLeCtRPNUIaCtcLxzcxvPTJteKzu7SRhPYlDxSNO0Tqp3R2ilNh/6pfKftWfg6ySICdlyFHvl766g5imkilLBRrTCfzE9jLUllPBpsVualiCdIxD1nFUoWSml83vnZJzpwxIFGtXypK5+nsiQ2nMRIauU6IdmWVvJv7ndVIbXfcyrpLUMkUXi6JUEBuT2fNkwDWjVkwcQaq5u5XQEWqk1kVUdCEEyy+vkuZFNfCrwd1luVbJ4yjAKZxBBQK4ghrcQh0aQEHAM7zCm/fgvXjv3seidc3LZ07gD7zPHxQOj+Y=</latexit>
 y
<latexit sha1_base64="VtlGwTC9VTOlOeZC9G24vWYgdHs=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahp5KIoMeCF48V7Ae0oUy2m3bpbhJ3N0II/RNePCji1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS0XGqKGvTWMSqF6BmgkesbbgRrJcohjIQrBtMb+d+94kpzePowWQJ8yWOIx5yisZKvcEYpcRhNqzW3Ia7AFknXkFqUKA1rH4NRjFNJYsMFah133MT4+eoDKeCzSqDVLME6RTHrG9phJJpP1/cOyMXVhmRMFa2IkMW6u+JHKXWmQxsp0Qz0aveXPzP66cmvPFzHiWpYRFdLgpTQUxM5s+TEVeMGpFZglRxeyuhE1RIjY2oYkPwVl9eJ53Lhuc2vPurWrNexFGGMziHOnhwDU24gxa0gYKAZ3iFN+fReXHenY9la8kpZk7hD5zPHxWSj+c=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VtlGwTC9VTOlOeZC9G24vWYgdHs=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahp5KIoMeCF48V7Ae0oUy2m3bpbhJ3N0II/RNePCji1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS0XGqKGvTWMSqF6BmgkesbbgRrJcohjIQrBtMb+d+94kpzePowWQJ8yWOIx5yisZKvcEYpcRhNqzW3Ia7AFknXkFqUKA1rH4NRjFNJYsMFah133MT4+eoDKeCzSqDVLME6RTHrG9phJJpP1/cOyMXVhmRMFa2IkMW6u+JHKXWmQxsp0Qz0aveXPzP66cmvPFzHiWpYRFdLgpTQUxM5s+TEVeMGpFZglRxeyuhE1RIjY2oYkPwVl9eJ53Lhuc2vPurWrNexFGGMziHOnhwDU24gxa0gYKAZ3iFN+fReXHenY9la8kpZk7hD5zPHxWSj+c=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VtlGwTC9VTOlOeZC9G24vWYgdHs=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahp5KIoMeCF48V7Ae0oUy2m3bpbhJ3N0II/RNePCji1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS0XGqKGvTWMSqF6BmgkesbbgRrJcohjIQrBtMb+d+94kpzePowWQJ8yWOIx5yisZKvcEYpcRhNqzW3Ia7AFknXkFqUKA1rH4NRjFNJYsMFah133MT4+eoDKeCzSqDVLME6RTHrG9phJJpP1/cOyMXVhmRMFa2IkMW6u+JHKXWmQxsp0Qz0aveXPzP66cmvPFzHiWpYRFdLgpTQUxM5s+TEVeMGpFZglRxeyuhE1RIjY2oYkPwVl9eJ53Lhuc2vPurWrNexFGGMziHOnhwDU24gxa0gYKAZ3iFN+fReXHenY9la8kpZk7hD5zPHxWSj+c=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VtlGwTC9VTOlOeZC9G24vWYgdHs=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahp5KIoMeCF48V7Ae0oUy2m3bpbhJ3N0II/RNePCji1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS0XGqKGvTWMSqF6BmgkesbbgRrJcohjIQrBtMb+d+94kpzePowWQJ8yWOIx5yisZKvcEYpcRhNqzW3Ia7AFknXkFqUKA1rH4NRjFNJYsMFah133MT4+eoDKeCzSqDVLME6RTHrG9phJJpP1/cOyMXVhmRMFa2IkMW6u+JHKXWmQxsp0Qz0aveXPzP66cmvPFzHiWpYRFdLgpTQUxM5s+TEVeMGpFZglRxeyuhE1RIjY2oYkPwVl9eJ53Lhuc2vPurWrNexFGGMziHOnhwDU24gxa0gYKAZ3iFN+fReXHenY9la8kpZk7hD5zPHxWSj+c=</latexit>
 z
<latexit sha1_base64="Z/A/IZ5jhGwBrZ6FsfX87yyEP1Q=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBByCrsi6DHgxWME84AkhN7JbDJkZnadmRXikp/w4kERr/6ON//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e4KE8GN9f1vb219Y3Nru7BT3N3bPzgsHR03TZxqyho0FrFuh2iY4Io1LLeCtRPNUIaCtcLxzcxvPTJteKzu7SRhPYlDxSNO0Tqp3R2ilNh/6pfKftWfg6ySICdlyFHvl766g5imkilLBRrTCfzE9jLUllPBpsVualiCdIxD1nFUoWSml83vnZJzpwxIFGtXypK5+nsiQ2nMRIauU6IdmWVvJv7ndVIbXfcyrpLUMkUXi6JUEBuT2fNkwDWjVkwcQaq5u5XQEWqk1kVUdCEEyy+vkuZFNfCrwd1luVbJ4yjAKZxBBQK4ghrcQh0aQEHAM7zCm/fgvXjv3seidc3LZ07gD7zPHxcWj+g=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Z/A/IZ5jhGwBrZ6FsfX87yyEP1Q=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBByCrsi6DHgxWME84AkhN7JbDJkZnadmRXikp/w4kERr/6ON//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e4KE8GN9f1vb219Y3Nru7BT3N3bPzgsHR03TZxqyho0FrFuh2iY4Io1LLeCtRPNUIaCtcLxzcxvPTJteKzu7SRhPYlDxSNO0Tqp3R2ilNh/6pfKftWfg6ySICdlyFHvl766g5imkilLBRrTCfzE9jLUllPBpsVualiCdIxD1nFUoWSml83vnZJzpwxIFGtXypK5+nsiQ2nMRIauU6IdmWVvJv7ndVIbXfcyrpLUMkUXi6JUEBuT2fNkwDWjVkwcQaq5u5XQEWqk1kVUdCEEyy+vkuZFNfCrwd1luVbJ4yjAKZxBBQK4ghrcQh0aQEHAM7zCm/fgvXjv3seidc3LZ07gD7zPHxcWj+g=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Z/A/IZ5jhGwBrZ6FsfX87yyEP1Q=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBByCrsi6DHgxWME84AkhN7JbDJkZnadmRXikp/w4kERr/6ON//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e4KE8GN9f1vb219Y3Nru7BT3N3bPzgsHR03TZxqyho0FrFuh2iY4Io1LLeCtRPNUIaCtcLxzcxvPTJteKzu7SRhPYlDxSNO0Tqp3R2ilNh/6pfKftWfg6ySICdlyFHvl766g5imkilLBRrTCfzE9jLUllPBpsVualiCdIxD1nFUoWSml83vnZJzpwxIFGtXypK5+nsiQ2nMRIauU6IdmWVvJv7ndVIbXfcyrpLUMkUXi6JUEBuT2fNkwDWjVkwcQaq5u5XQEWqk1kVUdCEEyy+vkuZFNfCrwd1luVbJ4yjAKZxBBQK4ghrcQh0aQEHAM7zCm/fgvXjv3seidc3LZ07gD7zPHxcWj+g=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Z/A/IZ5jhGwBrZ6FsfX87yyEP1Q=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBByCrsi6DHgxWME84AkhN7JbDJkZnadmRXikp/w4kERr/6ON//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e4KE8GN9f1vb219Y3Nru7BT3N3bPzgsHR03TZxqyho0FrFuh2iY4Io1LLeCtRPNUIaCtcLxzcxvPTJteKzu7SRhPYlDxSNO0Tqp3R2ilNh/6pfKftWfg6ySICdlyFHvl766g5imkilLBRrTCfzE9jLUllPBpsVualiCdIxD1nFUoWSml83vnZJzpwxIFGtXypK5+nsiQ2nMRIauU6IdmWVvJv7ndVIbXfcyrpLUMkUXi6JUEBuT2fNkwDWjVkwcQaq5u5XQEWqk1kVUdCEEyy+vkuZFNfCrwd1luVbJ4yjAKZxBBQK4ghrcQh0aQEHAM7zCm/fgvXjv3seidc3LZ07gD7zPHxcWj+g=</latexit>
C1
<latexit sha1_base64="mDQxlttrqmBmVKP6C3c5o7iP1Kg=">AAAB9HicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSJ0NSTa1umu0I3LCvYB7VAyaaYNzTxMMoUy9DvcuFDErR/jzr8x01ZQ0QOBwzn3ck+OFwuuNEIfVm5jc2t7J79b2Ns/ODwqHp90VJRIyto0EpHseUQxwUPW1lwL1oslI4EnWNebNjO/O2NS8Si80/OYuQEZh9znlGgjuYOA6AklIm0uhnhYLCHbca7qDobIrtRQrYoygqv1CoLYRkuUwBqtYfF9MIpoErBQU0GU6mMUazclUnMq2KIwSBSLCZ2SMesbGpKAKTddhl7AC6OMoB9J80INl+r3jZQESs0Dz0xmIdVvLxP/8vqJ9h035WGcaBbS1SE/EVBHMGsAjrhkVIu5IYRKbrJCOiGSUG16KpgSvn4K/yedSxsjG99WSo3yuo48OAPnoAwwuAYNcANaoA0ouAcP4Ak8WzPr0XqxXlejOWu9cwp+wHr7BA7qkjQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mDQxlttrqmBmVKP6C3c5o7iP1Kg=">AAAB9HicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSJ0NSTa1umu0I3LCvYB7VAyaaYNzTxMMoUy9DvcuFDErR/jzr8x01ZQ0QOBwzn3ck+OFwuuNEIfVm5jc2t7J79b2Ns/ODwqHp90VJRIyto0EpHseUQxwUPW1lwL1oslI4EnWNebNjO/O2NS8Si80/OYuQEZh9znlGgjuYOA6AklIm0uhnhYLCHbca7qDobIrtRQrYoygqv1CoLYRkuUwBqtYfF9MIpoErBQU0GU6mMUazclUnMq2KIwSBSLCZ2SMesbGpKAKTddhl7AC6OMoB9J80INl+r3jZQESs0Dz0xmIdVvLxP/8vqJ9h035WGcaBbS1SE/EVBHMGsAjrhkVIu5IYRKbrJCOiGSUG16KpgSvn4K/yedSxsjG99WSo3yuo48OAPnoAwwuAYNcANaoA0ouAcP4Ak8WzPr0XqxXlejOWu9cwp+wHr7BA7qkjQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mDQxlttrqmBmVKP6C3c5o7iP1Kg=">AAAB9HicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSJ0NSTa1umu0I3LCvYB7VAyaaYNzTxMMoUy9DvcuFDErR/jzr8x01ZQ0QOBwzn3ck+OFwuuNEIfVm5jc2t7J79b2Ns/ODwqHp90VJRIyto0EpHseUQxwUPW1lwL1oslI4EnWNebNjO/O2NS8Si80/OYuQEZh9znlGgjuYOA6AklIm0uhnhYLCHbca7qDobIrtRQrYoygqv1CoLYRkuUwBqtYfF9MIpoErBQU0GU6mMUazclUnMq2KIwSBSLCZ2SMesbGpKAKTddhl7AC6OMoB9J80INl+r3jZQESs0Dz0xmIdVvLxP/8vqJ9h035WGcaBbS1SE/EVBHMGsAjrhkVIu5IYRKbrJCOiGSUG16KpgSvn4K/yedSxsjG99WSo3yuo48OAPnoAwwuAYNcANaoA0ouAcP4Ak8WzPr0XqxXlejOWu9cwp+wHr7BA7qkjQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mDQxlttrqmBmVKP6C3c5o7iP1Kg=">AAAB9HicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSJ0NSTa1umu0I3LCvYB7VAyaaYNzTxMMoUy9DvcuFDErR/jzr8x01ZQ0QOBwzn3ck+OFwuuNEIfVm5jc2t7J79b2Ns/ODwqHp90VJRIyto0EpHseUQxwUPW1lwL1oslI4EnWNebNjO/O2NS8Si80/OYuQEZh9znlGgjuYOA6AklIm0uhnhYLCHbca7qDobIrtRQrYoygqv1CoLYRkuUwBqtYfF9MIpoErBQU0GU6mMUazclUnMq2KIwSBSLCZ2SMesbGpKAKTddhl7AC6OMoB9J80INl+r3jZQESs0Dz0xmIdVvLxP/8vqJ9h035WGcaBbS1SE/EVBHMGsAjrhkVIu5IYRKbrJCOiGSUG16KpgSvn4K/yedSxsjG99WSo3yuo48OAPnoAwwuAYNcANaoA0ouAcP4Ak8WzPr0XqxXlejOWu9cwp+wHr7BA7qkjQ=</latexit>
C2
<latexit sha1_base64="v/sAFvJwjBzaHSq4KoXsPIF3cPc=">AAAB9HicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSJ0NWRa+9oVunFZwT6gHUomzbShmcyYZApl6He4caGIWz/GnX9jpq2gogcCh3Pu5Z4cL+JMaYQ+rMzW9s7uXnY/d3B4dHySPz3rqjCWhHZIyEPZ97CinAna0Uxz2o8kxYHHac+btVK/N6dSsVDc6UVE3QBPBPMZwdpI7jDAekowT1rLUWmULyAbVSuNMoLIriCn1mgYglC1Xi5Bx5AUBbBBe5R/H45DEgdUaMKxUgMHRdpNsNSMcLrMDWNFI0xmeEIHhgocUOUmq9BLeGWUMfRDaZ7QcKV+30hwoNQi8MxkGlL99lLxL28Qa7/uJkxEsaaCrA/5MYc6hGkDcMwkJZovDMFEMpMVkimWmGjTU86U8PVT+D/plmwH2c7tdaFZ3NSRBRfgEhSBA2qgCW5AG3QAAffgATyBZ2tuPVov1ut6NGNtds7BD1hvnwRDki0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="v/sAFvJwjBzaHSq4KoXsPIF3cPc=">AAAB9HicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSJ0NWRa+9oVunFZwT6gHUomzbShmcyYZApl6He4caGIWz/GnX9jpq2gogcCh3Pu5Z4cL+JMaYQ+rMzW9s7uXnY/d3B4dHySPz3rqjCWhHZIyEPZ97CinAna0Uxz2o8kxYHHac+btVK/N6dSsVDc6UVE3QBPBPMZwdpI7jDAekowT1rLUWmULyAbVSuNMoLIriCn1mgYglC1Xi5Bx5AUBbBBe5R/H45DEgdUaMKxUgMHRdpNsNSMcLrMDWNFI0xmeEIHhgocUOUmq9BLeGWUMfRDaZ7QcKV+30hwoNQi8MxkGlL99lLxL28Qa7/uJkxEsaaCrA/5MYc6hGkDcMwkJZovDMFEMpMVkimWmGjTU86U8PVT+D/plmwH2c7tdaFZ3NSRBRfgEhSBA2qgCW5AG3QAAffgATyBZ2tuPVov1ut6NGNtds7BD1hvnwRDki0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="v/sAFvJwjBzaHSq4KoXsPIF3cPc=">AAAB9HicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSJ0NWRa+9oVunFZwT6gHUomzbShmcyYZApl6He4caGIWz/GnX9jpq2gogcCh3Pu5Z4cL+JMaYQ+rMzW9s7uXnY/d3B4dHySPz3rqjCWhHZIyEPZ97CinAna0Uxz2o8kxYHHac+btVK/N6dSsVDc6UVE3QBPBPMZwdpI7jDAekowT1rLUWmULyAbVSuNMoLIriCn1mgYglC1Xi5Bx5AUBbBBe5R/H45DEgdUaMKxUgMHRdpNsNSMcLrMDWNFI0xmeEIHhgocUOUmq9BLeGWUMfRDaZ7QcKV+30hwoNQi8MxkGlL99lLxL28Qa7/uJkxEsaaCrA/5MYc6hGkDcMwkJZovDMFEMpMVkimWmGjTU86U8PVT+D/plmwH2c7tdaFZ3NSRBRfgEhSBA2qgCW5AG3QAAffgATyBZ2tuPVov1ut6NGNtds7BD1hvnwRDki0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="v/sAFvJwjBzaHSq4KoXsPIF3cPc=">AAAB9HicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSJ0NWRa+9oVunFZwT6gHUomzbShmcyYZApl6He4caGIWz/GnX9jpq2gogcCh3Pu5Z4cL+JMaYQ+rMzW9s7uXnY/d3B4dHySPz3rqjCWhHZIyEPZ97CinAna0Uxz2o8kxYHHac+btVK/N6dSsVDc6UVE3QBPBPMZwdpI7jDAekowT1rLUWmULyAbVSuNMoLIriCn1mgYglC1Xi5Bx5AUBbBBe5R/H45DEgdUaMKxUgMHRdpNsNSMcLrMDWNFI0xmeEIHhgocUOUmq9BLeGWUMfRDaZ7QcKV+30hwoNQi8MxkGlL99lLxL28Qa7/uJkxEsaaCrA/5MYc6hGkDcMwkJZovDMFEMpMVkimWmGjTU86U8PVT+D/plmwH2c7tdaFZ3NSRBRfgEhSBA2qgCW5AG3QAAffgATyBZ2tuPVov1ut6NGNtds7BD1hvnwRDki0=</latexit>
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FIG. 1. (a) Y-junction of p-wave superconducting nanowires
(blue) with Majorana zero modes at positions indicted by
the green dots. Each of the external Majorana modes,
γx,y,z, is coupled to central mode with corresponding cou-
pling strengths ∆x,y,z and the modes γx and γy are further
coupled to conducting normal metal leads with strengths ΓL
and ΓR. (b) Schematic depicting the Majorana braiding cycle.
The diagram on the right illustrates the required sequence of
Majorana couplings where the solid blue lines illustrate the
couplings which are turned on and dashed lines indicate those
that are turned off. The corresponding evolution, C1+C2+C3,
is shown as a path in spherical parameter space on the left.
Also illustrated is an example of a small amplitude driving
contour Cs.




εi→(←) and the ma-
trices P
e(h)
εi→(←) are defined as in Eq. 15 and 16. As for
the analogous expressions for heat transport, these re-
sults are valid for any cyclically driven system, provided
the driving can be considered adiabatic and with an am-
plitude that is small in the relevant parameter space.
III. DRIVEN 1D TOPOLOGICAL
SUPERCONDUCTORS: BRAIDING CYCLE AND
PUMPED HEAT
The driven process, for which we would like to study
transport statistics and hence will provide the central fo-
cus of this paper, is that of a Majorana braiding. The
setup under consideration consists of three p-wave super-
conducting nanowires, in a topologically nontrivial state,
arranged in the form of a Y-junction as illustrated in
Fig. 1. Such a system has been demonstrated, by D.
Meidan et al., to produce a net heat current under Ma-
jorana braiding [36]. Each of the three wires hosts two
zero energy Majorana modes, one at each end of the wire
[54]. However, at energies well below the superconduct-
ing gap, ∆sc, the low energy Hilbert space is spanned by
the three outer Majorana zero modes, γx, γy, γz, and a
fourth zero mode, γ0, formed by a linear combination of
the internal Majoranas from each wire. This Y-junction
is coupled to two external normal metal leads, L and R,
which lie on either side of the junction in order to facil-
itate a particle current and allow the exploration of the
transport properties of the braiding protocol.
The two Majorana states γx and γy can be exchanged
by systematically modulating the couplings between the
external Majorana states and the central state γ0 [55, 56].
The couplings between these four states are summarized
in the effective Hamiltonian for the Y-junction,
HY = iγ0~∆ · ~γ, (27)
where ~∆ = ∆(sin θ cosφ, sin θ sinφ, cos θ) and ~γ =
(γx, γy, γz). The complete Hamiltonian for the system is
then given by H = HY +Hcoup+Hleads where the contri-
butions from the coupling to the external leads and the
leads themselves can be written as
Hcoup =
√












respectively. Here, ΓL/R denote the coefficients associ-
ated with particle tunneling from the leads onto the su-
perconducting Y-junction and ξαk are the energy disper-
sion relations in the leads.
The process of braiding now corresponds to adiabat-
ically changing the parameters θ and φ in such a way
as to generate the evolution of the Majorana couplings
illustrated in Fig. 1(b).
This evolution can be better understood by writing
the Hamiltonian, HY , in terms of the basis vectors for a
spherical coordinate system.
HY = i∆γ0γr,
where γr = ~γ · êr, γθ = ~γ · êθ, γφ = ~γ · êφ.
(29)
Since they do not enter the Hamiltonian, the basis vectors
êθ and êφ span the degenerate ground space and the adi-
abatic evolution of the system can now be interpreted as
changing the projection of the physical Majorana states
on to this degenerate ground space. At energies well be-
low the superconducting gap (ε  ∆sc), it is only this
subspace that will facilitate particle transport between
the left and right leads, via the occupation of the zero









It has been demonstrated [55, 56] that the sequence of
couplings sketched in Fig. 1(b) corresponds to this anni-
hilation operator accumulating a phase factor eiΩC , where
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ΩC corresponds to the solid angle enclosed by the curve,
C = C1 + C2 + C3, traversed in parameter space. For the
specific process outlined in this section with, ΩC = π/2,
the resulting unitary evolution operator, U = e−
π
4 γφγθ ,
corresponds to the exchange of Majoranas γx and γy:
U†γxU = γy, (31)
U†γyU = −γx.
Several proposals have been put forward as to how such
a protocol could be realized experimentally. Ref. [55],
for example, outlines a system in which the coupling be-
tween the Majorana zero modes are controlled via the
modulation of the magnetic fluxes through Cooper pair
boxes.
The non-zero heat current pumped between the two ex-
ternal leads throughout the braiding is found, in the low
temperature limit, to tend to some universal value inde-
pendent of the coupling strength to the external leads and
fluctuations to the driving [36]. Despite this, the particle-
hole symmetry of the Majorana-lead coupling results in
no net transfer of charge between the leads during the
process.
In order to find the CGF for the Majorana braiding
protocol, we first need to determine its instantaneous
scattering matrix S(ε, t). For the superconducting Y-
junction, the scattering matrix can be calculated as [57]:
S(ε, t) = 1 + 2πiW †(HY (θ(t), φ(t))− ε− iπWW †)−1W.
(32)
Where H0 denotes the Hamiltonian of the Y-junction in
the absence of the external leads and W describes the
coupling between the incoming electron and hole (e/h)
scattering states in the leads and the states of the sys-
tem. This coupling matrix can be obtained from the
Hamiltonian in Eq. 28 and, in the basis of the Majorana
















∣∣− |γy〉 〈hR∣∣ ).
(33)
Eq. 32 and 33 then give the specific form of the scattering




eLe 1− SLeLe SLeRe −SLeRe
1− SLeLe SLeLe −SLeRe SLeRe
SL
eRe −SLeRe SReRe 1− SReRe
−SLeRe SLeRe 1− SReRe SReRe
 ,
where SL





cos2 θ cos2 φ









cos2 θ sin2 φ





4πiε cosφ sin2 θ sinφΓ2R
(ε+ 2πiΓ)(ε+ 2πi cos2 θΓ)
,
(34)
where here we display the case of equal coupling to the
left and right leads, ΓL = ΓR = Γ, for brevity. The
components of this scattering matrix can be used in Eq.
22 and 23 in order to determine the heat and charge
transfer statistics of a driven Majorana Y-junction.
From the form of the scattering matrix components it
is evident that there exists two distinct energy scales that
will influence the transport. These scales are illustrated
in Fig. 2 for the case of the Andreev reflection compo-
nent of the scattering matrix, SLe,Lh(ε) = 1− SLe,Le(ε).
In Fig. 2(a) we see that the energy dependence of the
Andreev reflection via the Majorana zero modes consists
of the sum of two peaks centred at ε = 0. The width of
the narrower peak, ΓR cos
2 θ, is set by the position in the
parameter space (θ, φ), with the width decreasing as we
approach the line θ = π/2, corresponding to the equa-
tor of the spherical parameter space shown in Fig. 1(b).
This energy scale is not visible as we move a sufficient
distance away from this line and the larger energy scale
dominates. The size of this larger energy scale is set by
the strength of the coupling to the external leads ΓL/R.
It is also worth noting the difference in behaviour be-
tween the real and imaginary components of the scatter-
ing matrix in the limit ε → 0. Whereas, the real part
can be approximated as constant in this limit, the imagi-
nary part varies linearly with energy and hence quantities
that include this contribution will show sensitivity to the
energy dependence of the scattering matrix, even in the
limit T → 0.
IV. HEAT AND CHARGE TRANSPORT
CUMULANTS IN SMALL CYCLES
With the motivation of studying the FCS for a Majo-
rana braiding protocol, we begin by considering a situa-
tion where the superconducting Y-junction, outlined in
Sec. III, is driven through a small amplitude cycle on
the surface of the spherical phase space defined by the
parameters θ and φ and illustrated by the contour Cs in
Fig. 1(b). The CGF for this process is found by sub-
stituting the scattering matrix, defined in Eq. 34, into
the elastic and dynamic contributions (Eq. 22 and 23) at
some time t. For simplicity, we will consider the case in
which we have no chemical potential bias, µL = µR = 0,
between the external leads and that both leads are held
at the same temperature, TL = TR = T , so that the dis-
tribution functions for holes and electrons in each lead
are identical: fe,Lin (ε) = f
h,L
in (ε) = f
e,R
in (ε) = f
h,R
in (ε).
Our approach is valid in the adiabatic limit, which in
this case corresponds to restricting the driving frequency
to be much smaller than the coupling between the system
and the external leads, ω  ΓL,R.
The expressions for the generating function in Eq. 22
and 23 can be used to determine all cumulants of both
the heat,M(k), and charge,M(k)e transport between the
8
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FIG. 2. (a) Real and (b) imaginary parts of the Andreev re-
flection component of the scattering matrix for the topological
superconducting Y-junction. Results are plotted for several
positions in the parameter space, (θ0, φ0), and for equal cou-








For example, the first cumulants M(1) and M(1)e cor-








pumped during the cycle respectively, and the second








A. Elastic contribution to energy and charge
transfer statistics
We first discuss the contribution to the CGF arising
from elastic scattering events only, which would survive
in the limit that the system is not driven and is hence
relevant for cycles of arbitrary amplitude. For the case















where T denotes the period of the driving and the coef-
ficients Bn(ε) take the form







Here, (θ0, φ0) corresponds to the location of the driving
path centre in parameter space. In this form the phys-
ical meaning of the CGF becomes clear, as heat is only
transferred across the junction by the normal and An-
dreev transmission of electrons and holes in both direc-
tions. For example, the transmission of an electron from
the left to the right lead will occur with a probability of
|SLeRe(ε)|2f(ε)(1 − f(ε)), as expected. The correspond-
ing expression for charge transport is found to be


























Here we see the additional contribution of Andreev re-
flection processes, which result in the creation and an-
nihilation of Cooper pairs within the superconducting
nanowire system. These processes result in the prop-
agation of an electronic charge of ±2e, but no energy
transport in the form of heat.
In the case of both zero temperature and chemical po-
tential bias between the external leads, both the heat
and charge current contributions arising from the elastic









0. Despite this, the elastic scattering processes still allow
for fluctuations. This contribution to the noise is ther-
mal in nature, arising due to thermal fluctuations in the
occupation of the ingoing scattering states. It vanishes
in the limit T = 0 and µ = 0 when the occupation of
all ingoing energy states is fixed and no charge or en-
ergy transfer processes take place. This thermal noise
is present in both energy and charge transport and, for
our setup, it is natural to identify two distinct temper-
ature regimes relative to the strength of coupling to the
external metal leads.
1. Thermal noise at low temperature
For low values of the external lead temperature, T 
min ΓL/R, the energy dependence of the absolute value
of the scattering matrix elements can be considered weak
(cf. Fig. 2). Consequently, one would expect that the be-
haviour of the thermal noise as a function of temperature
9
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FIG. 3. Period-averaged static contribution to the second cumulant of (a) the pumped heat and (b) pumped charge throughout
the driving of a Majorana Y-junction centred at (θ0, φ0) = (π/2 − 0.1, π/4), with amplitude θω = φω = 0.01. The noise is
plotted as a function of the external lead temperature T/ΓR, for a driving frequency ω/ΓR = 0.001. The insets show the
temperature dependence of this quantity scaled by T 5 and T for heat and charge respectively, highlighting the behaviour as
T → 0. The different colours correspond to various values of the coupling between the Y-junction and the external leads ΓL/ΓR
(cf. legend).
in this regime should be dictated by the Fermi distribu-
tion functions, f(ε), appearing in the elastic contribution
to the CGF (Eq. 36, 38). Taking the scattering matrix
elements to be energy independent, the form of the static
contribution to the CGF implies that the elastic charge
noise should depend linearly on temperature, whereas the
elastic heat noise should vary as T 3. This behaviour is
well understood and in agreement with previous studies
of transport statistics. [30, 58]
The period averaged second cumulants of the static
contribution to the CGF, 1TM
(2)
(e),elas, which quantify the
thermal noise, are plotted for both heat and charge in
Fig. 3(a) and 3(b) respectively. At low temperatures
T  min ΓL/R, we see that, as expected, the electronic
charge thermal noise scales linearly with temperature.
Additionally, we see that the charge noise becomes in-
dependent of the coupling to the external leads, ΓL/R
(cf. Fig. 3(b) inset). This is a further consequence of the
weak energy dependence of the frozen in time scattering
matrix, Ŝ(ε,Xj,0) at energies close to zero.
We find that the thermal heat noise, however, is sen-
sitive to the energy dependence of the scattering matrix
even in the low temperature limit. In fact, if the en-
ergy dependence was neglected entirely, and the scatter-
ing matrix evaluated at the chemical potential µ = 0,
the elastic contribution to the heat noise would vanish.
The inset in Fig. 3(a) illustrates that as T → 0 the elas-
tic heat noise scales as T 5 as opposed to the T 3 scaling
originating from the distribution functions of the normal
metal leads. The influence of the scattering matrix is
also evident in the fact that the thermal noise is depen-
dent upon the external lead coupling at all temperatures,
in contrast to the case of charge transport. However, the
energy dependence of the scattering matrix cannot be en-
tirely neglected even in the case of charge transport, as its
influence is evident in the contributions to the transport
cumulants arising from the pumping.
2. Thermal noise at high temperature
As the temperature becomes comparable with
min ΓL/R, the energy dependence of the scattering ma-
trix becomes increasingly significant in both the cases of
charge and heat noise. For scattering processes via Ma-
jorana zero modes, transport is dominated by low energy
scattering states, hence high energy occupation fluctua-
tions that occur as T is increased do not contribute to
the current noise. As a result, the rate at which the elas-
tic noise increases slows down at high temperatures and
will eventually plateau for the case of charge transport
and scale ∝ T for that of heat transport. The tempera-
ture at which this occurs is proportional to the external
lead coupling, min ΓL/R, as can be clearly seen in the
main panels of Figs. 3a and 3b for heat and charge noise
respectively.
It is also worth noting that, at all temperatures both
the period averaged charge and heat thermal noises are
independent of the driving frequency. This is to be ex-
pected, as the components of the scattering matrix re-
sponsible for elastic scattering events are not influenced
by the driving.
B. Averaged pumped heat and energy
Next, we analyse the more interesting contributions to
the transport statistics arising from the pumped contri-
bution to the CGF given in Eq. 23. Again considering
the case for which the external leads are held at the same
10
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FIG. 4. The pumped contribution to the second cumulant of the heat transport throughout the driving of a Majorana Y-junction
centred at (θ0, φ0) = (π/2− 0.1, π/4), with amplitude θω = φω = 0.01. Plots (d, e, f) show the geometric contribution whereas
(a, b, c) illustrate the remaining non-geometric part. Plots (a, d) show the second cumulants as a function of temperature, with
the inset highlighting the region T  ω. Panels (b, c, e, f) show the same quantities plotted against frequency. (b, e) illustrate
the behaviour as a function of low frequencies ω < T and (c, f) at high frequencies ω > T .
temperature, T , and zero chemical potential µ = 0, one
finds that the charge pumped during any modulation of
the Majorana Y-junction is identically zero. This is a di-
rect result of the electron-hole symmetry of the coupling
between the Majorana zero modes and the leads [36].
This result is in contrast to previous works on adiabatic
pumps in which the scattering matrix does not possess
such a symmetry and the pumped charge is found to vary
linearly with the pumping frequency [30]. Despite this
there is a finite heat current pumped across the junction
which, in the case of zero temperature bias, arises solely



































In this form the geometric nature of the pumped heat
becomes clear, since its value depends only upon the con-
tour traversed in parameter space throughout the driving
and is independent of the driving frequency itself. The
fact that the pumped heat arises solely from the geomet-
ric contribution to the CGF means that this expression is
valid for arbitrary amplitude cycles in parameter space,
(see Sec. V A), and in particular for that of the Ma-
jorana braiding protocol illustrated in Fig. 1(b). The
energy pumped throughout such a process is found to be
in agreement with Ref. [36].
The Majorana braiding is of particular interest since
the path traversed in parameter space during the pro-
cess is topologically protected against fluctuations in the
driving. As a consequence, any transport properties that
can be shown to be geometric in nature will also be pro-
tected. Furthermore, at low temperatures, T → 0, the
derivative of the Fermi function ensures that only par-
ticles with energies close to the chemical potential take
place in the transport, which in this case corresponds to
taking the limit ε→ 0 of the area integral in Eq. 39. In
this limit the contour traversed in parameter space maps
on to a fixed path in scattering matrix space and hence
the pumped heat tends to some universal value, indepen-
dent of the coupling to the external leads as well as the







Considering the experiment proposal for a realization
of such a braiding process outlined in Ref. [55], it is
the modulation of the external fluxes, and the corre-
sponding change in the Coulomb coupling between Ma-
jorana zero modes, that physically results in the heat
pumped between the external leads throughout the pro-
cess. The properties of this non-zero heat current can
further be used to distinguish the case of transport via
Majorana zero modes from that of a system containing
only Andreev bound states (ABS). Firstly, due to the
localized ABS only coupling to a single lead, the heat
pumped into each external lead will, in general, be un-
correlated. However, the presence of non-local Majorana
zero modes leads to the anti-correlation of the heat cur-
rent in the left and right leads, IL = −IR. Furthermore,
the transport properties of a system hosting ABS would
not demonstrate independence to local perturbations of
the Y-junction as well as fluctuations in the driving cycle,
11
properties that are unique to the presence of Majorana
zero modes.
C. Heat and charge noise from pumping
We now extend our analysis beyond the known results
for the average current by analysing the higher order
cumulants of the contribution to the CGF arising from
the time dependent pumping, for transport via Majorana
modes. When dynamic processes are included, noise can
originate not only from thermal fluctuations, but also
from the action of the pump itself. This noise arises due
to the non-equilibrium nature of the outgoing scattering
states, as a consequence of the possibility of scattering
events between nearest energy sidebands, and is present
in both the cases of heat and electronic transport. This
side band scattering results in correlations between out-
going particle distributions at energies within the range
ε ± ω which manifest themselves as a source of noise in
the average pumped heat and charge. This source of
noise vanishes in the case that the pump in switched off
and hence inelastic scattering events between side bands
cease to occur.
From the total pumped noise we can isolate the contri-
bution that arises from the geometric part of the CGF,
which we denote M(2)(e),geom. This is the additional noise
that is observed in the case that two parameters are
driven simultaneously in a closed cycle. The remaining
pumped noise, denotedM(2)(e),pump, would be present even
in the case that just a single parameter is driven. These
pumped contributions to the second cumulant of the heat
and charge noise are shown in Fig. 4 and 5 respectively.
They illustrate the existence of three distinct tempera-
ture regimes that dictate the behaviour of the noise as
a function of driving frequency ω, each of which are dis-
cussed in the following sections.
1. Low temperature regime: T  ω
In the case that the temperature is lowered below the
energy associated with the driving frequency ω, the ther-
mal noise becomes negligible and the noise associated
with the pumping itself dominates. In the case of driven
noise, the key quantity dictating the characteristic be-
haviour is the difference in Fermi occupation functions
between neighbouring energy sidebands, of which the
pump can stimulate transitions between. In this regime,
the quantity f0(ε) − f0(ε ± ω) is only non-zero over an
energy window close to ε = 0, the width of which scales
linearly with ω, but is insensitive to the temperature of
the external leads.
The absence of temperature dependence is reflected
in Figs. 4(a,d) and 5(a,d) for heat and charge transport
respectively. The inset panels within each of these figures
show that the pumped contributions to the noise tend to
some non-zero value in the limit T → 0, in contrast to
the static contributions to the noise (cf. Fig. 3).
Although the energy dependence of the real contribu-
tion to the scattering matrix in negligible in this low tem-
perature limit, (cf. Fig. 2), the linear energy dependence
of the imaginary contribution will influence the transport
properties, as will the behaviour of the scattering matrix
derivatives appearing in the inelastic terms S±ω(ε). This
energy dependence manifests itself in the form of a differ-
ence in the frequency dependence between the geometric
and non-geometric contributions to the pumped noise,
since they depend differently on the scattering matrices,
as implicit from Eq. 19. Specifically, M(2)pump ∝ ω4 and
M(2)geom ∝ ω5 (cf. Fig. 4(c,f)) whereas for charge the non
geometric and geometric contributions are found to vary
as ω2 and ω3 respectively (cf. Fig. 5(c,f)). This difference
between heat and charge noise can be justified by the fact
that the dominant process is the scattering from states
of energy ε to ε± ω. Consequently, the heat noise is un-
derpinned by the same fluctuations as those in the case
of charge, and differ only by the fact that the scatter-
ing events are weighted by the energy absorbed/emitted
∼ ω.
2. Mid-temperature regime: ω < T  ΓL,R
As the temperature is increased beyond the driving
frequency, the temperature becomes the quantity which
determines the energy window within which scattering
events can occur. This transition can be seen in pan-
els (a) and (d) of Figs. 4 and 5 by the deviation of the
pumped noises away from their corresponding constant
low temperature values at approximately T = ω. Beyond
this point the temperature dependence is governed by a
combination of the distribution functions and the energy
dependence of the scattering matrix. Initially, the heat
noise varies as T 5 and we find that the charge noise is pro-
portional to T 3, with the ratio M(2)/M(2)e = T 2, where
the temperature now plays the same role of the frequency
in the previous case, in agreement with previous works
[52]. However, as T increases further we see that, for
both heat and charge, the second cumulant is not mono-
tonic and exhibits a turning point corresponding to the
temperature exceeding the width of the scattering matrix
resonance. The width of this resonance is set by the loca-
tion of the centre of the driving in the parameter space,
(θ0, φ0) (cf. Fig. 2). We also see that the pumped con-
tributions to both the heat and charge noise undergo a
sign change which originates from the energy dependence
of the derivatives of the scattering matrix with respect
to the driving parameters, S±ω(ε), which dictate transi-
tions between nearest energy sidebands. The sum of the
static and pumped contributions to the noise, however,
remains positive at all temperatures.
The driving frequency dependence of the pumped noise
in this regime is similar for both the cases of heat and
12
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FIG. 5. The pumped contribution to the second cumulant of the charge transport throughout the driving of a Majorana Y-
junction centred at (θ0, φ0) = (π/2− 0.1, π/4) with amplitude θω = φω = 0.01. Plots (d, e, f) show the geometric contribution
whereas (a, b, c) illustrate the remaining non-geometric part. Plots (a, d) show the second cumulants as a function of tempera-
ture, with the inset highlighting the region T  ω. Panels (b, c, e, f) show the same quantities plotted against frequency. (b, e)
illustrate the behaviour as a function of low frequencies ω < T and (c, f) at high frequencies ω > T .
charge. The difference between the non-geometric and
geometric contributions persists however as illustrated
in panels (b) and (e) respectively. We see that the
non-geometric part is now inversely proportional to ω
whereas the geometric contribution is independent of the
frequency of the driving and determined purely by the
path traversed in parameter space.
3. High temperature regime: T > ΓL,R
As the temperature is increased beyond the broadening
of the scattering matrix resonance, set by the strength of
the coupling between the system and the external leads,
the scattering matrix dependence on energy is dominated
by the generic 1/ε2 behaviour. This leads to saturation
of charge noise and heat noise that is linear in T , (cf.
panels (a,d) of Figs. 4 and 5).
V. IMPACT UPON FLUCTUATION
THEOREMS
When studying systems which involve heat transfer to
thermal reservoirs, fluctuation theorems (FT) dictate the
likelihood of anomalous transfer events which appear in
violation with the second law of thermodynamics. There-
fore, they provide useful information on the nature of the
heat flow. From their general formulation in terms of en-
tropy production [59, 60], fluctuation theorems can be
recast in more specific forms for different settings. One
such example is the Gallavotti-Cohen fluctuation theo-
rem (GCFT), determining the statistics of heat transfer
between reservoirs at different temperatures. It states














where Pτ (Q) denotes the probability distribution of the




. This statement describes the probability
at which heat transfer occurs against the thermal gradi-
ent. However, in the case of cyclic time-dependent ma-
nipulations of the system, it has been shown [19] that
geometric contributions to the heat transfer statistics
lead to the addition of correction terms to this theorem.
The formalism presented in Sec. II allows us to compute
the corrections to the fluctuation theorem for systems
in which this geometric term is topologically protected
against fluctuations in the driving.
In order to highlight the fact that these corrections
arise due to the cyclic driving of the system, it is first use-
ful to consider the case of a static Majorana Y-junction,
which physically corresponds to the case of transport
across a single topologically superconducting wire. Fig.
6(b) shows the probability distributions for heat trans-
port in the static case for several temperature gradients,
β? ≡ βR−βL. The inset demonstrates that the quantity
ln[P (Q)/P (−Q)] corresponds exactly to a straight line
of gradient β? and hence the GCFT holds exactly in this
case.
In order to compute the correction terms, we start by
noticing that the GCFT holds if and only if the char-
acteristic function obeys the Gallavotti-Cohen symmetry
χ(λ) = χ(−λ + iβ∗), where β∗ = 0 for our system of
interest, since the temperature of the external leads are
13
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FIG. 6. (a) Probability distribution, P (Q), for the heat
pumped via the small amplitude (θω = φω = 0.01) driving






Results are shown for several values of the coupling to the
external leads, ΓL = ΓR = Γ, with an external lead tem-
perature of T/ω = 10. The inset shows the correspond-
ing behaviour of the fluctuation theorem violation quantifier
A(λ) = |χ(λ) − χ(−λ)| which is identically zero when the
Gallavotti-Cohen fluctuation theorem holds true. (b) Proba-
bility distribution for the case of a static Majorana Y-junction





). Results are plotted for several tem-
perature gradients, β? and the inset shows the corresponding
behaviour of the fluctuation theorem.
assumed to be equal and remain constant throughout the
braiding process. Using this expected symmetry of the
CF, we can define the following function quantifying the
corrections to the fluctuation theorem:
A(λ) = |χ(λ)− χ(−λ)|. (42)
A non-zero value of A(λ) at any value of the counting
field, λ, indicates a correction to the GCFT.
For the case of small amplitude oscillations in the pa-
rameter space of the Majorana Y-junction, we can access
the probability distribution for pumped charge via the in-
verse Fourier transform of the exponentiated total CGF
G(λ) defined in Eqs. 20. The probability distributions
for one such cycle are illustrated in Fig. 6 for several
values of the coupling to the external leads Γ. Here the
asymmetry of the probability distribution with respect
to Q = 0 is clearly visible and corresponds to fact that
C
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C4
<latexit sha1_base64="1sYI4SobTHS3biSGmXUtXlKilUM=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GOxF48V7Ae0oWy2k3bp7ibsboQS+he8eFDEq3/Im//GpM1BWx8MPN6bYWZeEAturOt+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzSMVGiGbZZJCLdC6hBwRW2LbcCe7FGKgOB3WDazP3uE2rDI/VoZzH6ko4VDzmjNpeaw+vKsFpz6+4CZJ14BalBgdaw+jUYRSyRqCwT1Ji+58bWT6m2nAmcVwaJwZiyKR1jP6OKSjR+urh1Ti4yZUTCSGelLFmovydSKo2ZySDrlNROzKqXi/95/cSGt37KVZxYVGy5KEwEsRHJHycjrpFZMcsIZZpntxI2oZoym8WTh+CtvrxOOld1z617D9e1xl0RRxnO4BwuwYMbaMA9tKANDCbwDK/w5kjnxXl3PpatJaeYOYU/cD5/APRVjYI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1sYI4SobTHS3biSGmXUtXlKilUM=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GOxF48V7Ae0oWy2k3bp7ibsboQS+he8eFDEq3/Im//GpM1BWx8MPN6bYWZeEAturOt+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzSMVGiGbZZJCLdC6hBwRW2LbcCe7FGKgOB3WDazP3uE2rDI/VoZzH6ko4VDzmjNpeaw+vKsFpz6+4CZJ14BalBgdaw+jUYRSyRqCwT1Ji+58bWT6m2nAmcVwaJwZiyKR1jP6OKSjR+urh1Ti4yZUTCSGelLFmovydSKo2ZySDrlNROzKqXi/95/cSGt37KVZxYVGy5KEwEsRHJHycjrpFZMcsIZZpntxI2oZoym8WTh+CtvrxOOld1z617D9e1xl0RRxnO4BwuwYMbaMA9tKANDCbwDK/w5kjnxXl3PpatJaeYOYU/cD5/APRVjYI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1sYI4SobTHS3biSGmXUtXlKilUM=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GOxF48V7Ae0oWy2k3bp7ibsboQS+he8eFDEq3/Im//GpM1BWx8MPN6bYWZeEAturOt+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzSMVGiGbZZJCLdC6hBwRW2LbcCe7FGKgOB3WDazP3uE2rDI/VoZzH6ko4VDzmjNpeaw+vKsFpz6+4CZJ14BalBgdaw+jUYRSyRqCwT1Ji+58bWT6m2nAmcVwaJwZiyKR1jP6OKSjR+urh1Ti4yZUTCSGelLFmovydSKo2ZySDrlNROzKqXi/95/cSGt37KVZxYVGy5KEwEsRHJHycjrpFZMcsIZZpntxI2oZoym8WTh+CtvrxOOld1z617D9e1xl0RRxnO4BwuwYMbaMA9tKANDCbwDK/w5kjnxXl3PpatJaeYOYU/cD5/APRVjYI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1sYI4SobTHS3biSGmXUtXlKilUM=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GOxF48V7Ae0oWy2k3bp7ibsboQS+he8eFDEq3/Im//GpM1BWx8MPN6bYWZeEAturOt+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzSMVGiGbZZJCLdC6hBwRW2LbcCe7FGKgOB3WDazP3uE2rDI/VoZzH6ko4VDzmjNpeaw+vKsFpz6+4CZJ14BalBgdaw+jUYRSyRqCwT1Ji+58bWT6m2nAmcVwaJwZiyKR1jP6OKSjR+urh1Ti4yZUTCSGelLFmovydSKo2ZySDrlNROzKqXi/95/cSGt37KVZxYVGy5KEwEsRHJHycjrpFZMcsIZZpntxI2oZoym8WTh+CtvrxOOld1z617D9e1xl0RRxnO4BwuwYMbaMA9tKANDCbwDK/w5kjnxXl3PpatJaeYOYU/cD5/APRVjYI=</latexit>
✓
<latexit sha1_base64="Bm5s1ZgR0EdKuIgxqy/Rt8DrK/I=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPRa9eKxgP6ANZbOdtks3m7A7EUroj/DiQRGv/h5v/hs3bQ7a+mDg8d4MM/PCRApDnvftrK1vbG5tl3bKu3v7B4eVo+OWiVPNscljGetOyAxKobBJgiR2Eo0sCiW2w8ld7refUBsRq0eaJhhEbKTEUHBGVmr3aIzEyv1K1at5c7irxC9IFQo0+pWv3iDmaYSKuGTGdH0voSBjmgSXOCv3UoMJ4xM2wq6likVogmx+7sw9t8rAHcbaliJ3rv6eyFhkzDQKbWfEaGyWvVz8z+umNLwJMqGSlFDxxaJhKl2K3fx3dyA0cpJTSxjXwt7q8jHTjJNNKA/BX355lbQua75X8x+uqvXbIo4SnMIZXIAP11CHe2hAEzhM4Ble4c1JnBfn3flYtK45xcwJ/IHz+QPaf488</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Bm5s1ZgR0EdKuIgxqy/Rt8DrK/I=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPRa9eKxgP6ANZbOdtks3m7A7EUroj/DiQRGv/h5v/hs3bQ7a+mDg8d4MM/PCRApDnvftrK1vbG5tl3bKu3v7B4eVo+OWiVPNscljGetOyAxKobBJgiR2Eo0sCiW2w8ld7refUBsRq0eaJhhEbKTEUHBGVmr3aIzEyv1K1at5c7irxC9IFQo0+pWv3iDmaYSKuGTGdH0voSBjmgSXOCv3UoMJ4xM2wq6likVogmx+7sw9t8rAHcbaliJ3rv6eyFhkzDQKbWfEaGyWvVz8z+umNLwJMqGSlFDxxaJhKl2K3fx3dyA0cpJTSxjXwt7q8jHTjJNNKA/BX355lbQua75X8x+uqvXbIo4SnMIZXIAP11CHe2hAEzhM4Ble4c1JnBfn3flYtK45xcwJ/IHz+QPaf488</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Bm5s1ZgR0EdKuIgxqy/Rt8DrK/I=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPRa9eKxgP6ANZbOdtks3m7A7EUroj/DiQRGv/h5v/hs3bQ7a+mDg8d4MM/PCRApDnvftrK1vbG5tl3bKu3v7B4eVo+OWiVPNscljGetOyAxKobBJgiR2Eo0sCiW2w8ld7refUBsRq0eaJhhEbKTEUHBGVmr3aIzEyv1K1at5c7irxC9IFQo0+pWv3iDmaYSKuGTGdH0voSBjmgSXOCv3UoMJ4xM2wq6likVogmx+7sw9t8rAHcbaliJ3rv6eyFhkzDQKbWfEaGyWvVz8z+umNLwJMqGSlFDxxaJhKl2K3fx3dyA0cpJTSxjXwt7q8jHTjJNNKA/BX355lbQua75X8x+uqvXbIo4SnMIZXIAP11CHe2hAEzhM4Ble4c1JnBfn3flYtK45xcwJ/IHz+QPaf488</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Bm5s1ZgR0EdKuIgxqy/Rt8DrK/I=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPRa9eKxgP6ANZbOdtks3m7A7EUroj/DiQRGv/h5v/hs3bQ7a+mDg8d4MM/PCRApDnvftrK1vbG5tl3bKu3v7B4eVo+OWiVPNscljGetOyAxKobBJgiR2Eo0sCiW2w8ld7refUBsRq0eaJhhEbKTEUHBGVmr3aIzEyv1K1at5c7irxC9IFQo0+pWv3iDmaYSKuGTGdH0voSBjmgSXOCv3UoMJ4xM2wq6likVogmx+7sw9t8rAHcbaliJ3rv6eyFhkzDQKbWfEaGyWvVz8z+umNLwJMqGSlFDxxaJhKl2K3fx3dyA0cpJTSxjXwt7q8jHTjJNNKA/BX355lbQua75X8x+uqvXbIo4SnMIZXIAP11CHe2hAEzhM4Ble4c1JnBfn3flYtK45xcwJ/IHz+QPaf488</latexit>
 
<latexit sha1_base64="lbZtlfIMSkLZDhkbVPebP+XlnW0=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cKphbaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gYvHhTx6g/y5r9x0+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxnW/ncra+sbmVnW7trO7t39QPzzq6CRTDH2WiER1Q6pRcIm+4UZgN1VI41DgYzi5LfzHJ1SaJ/LBTFMMYjqSPOKMGiv5/XTMa4N6w226c5BV4pWkASXag/pXf5iwLEZpmKBa9zw3NUFOleFM4KzWzzSmlE3oCHuWShqjDvL5sTNyZpUhiRJlSxoyV39P5DTWehqHtjOmZqyXvUL8z+tlJroOci7TzKBki0VRJohJSPE5GXKFzIipJZQpbm8lbEwVZcbmU4TgLb+8SjoXTc9teveXjdZNGUcVTuAUzsGDK2jBHbTBBwYcnuEV3hzpvDjvzseiteKUM8fwB87nD0k3jlM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lbZtlfIMSkLZDhkbVPebP+XlnW0=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cKphbaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gYvHhTx6g/y5r9x0+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxnW/ncra+sbmVnW7trO7t39QPzzq6CRTDH2WiER1Q6pRcIm+4UZgN1VI41DgYzi5LfzHJ1SaJ/LBTFMMYjqSPOKMGiv5/XTMa4N6w226c5BV4pWkASXag/pXf5iwLEZpmKBa9zw3NUFOleFM4KzWzzSmlE3oCHuWShqjDvL5sTNyZpUhiRJlSxoyV39P5DTWehqHtjOmZqyXvUL8z+tlJroOci7TzKBki0VRJohJSPE5GXKFzIipJZQpbm8lbEwVZcbmU4TgLb+8SjoXTc9teveXjdZNGUcVTuAUzsGDK2jBHbTBBwYcnuEV3hzpvDjvzseiteKUM8fwB87nD0k3jlM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lbZtlfIMSkLZDhkbVPebP+XlnW0=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cKphbaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gYvHhTx6g/y5r9x0+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxnW/ncra+sbmVnW7trO7t39QPzzq6CRTDH2WiER1Q6pRcIm+4UZgN1VI41DgYzi5LfzHJ1SaJ/LBTFMMYjqSPOKMGiv5/XTMa4N6w226c5BV4pWkASXag/pXf5iwLEZpmKBa9zw3NUFOleFM4KzWzzSmlE3oCHuWShqjDvL5sTNyZpUhiRJlSxoyV39P5DTWehqHtjOmZqyXvUL8z+tlJroOci7TzKBki0VRJohJSPE5GXKFzIipJZQpbm8lbEwVZcbmU4TgLb+8SjoXTc9teveXjdZNGUcVTuAUzsGDK2jBHbTBBwYcnuEV3hzpvDjvzseiteKUM8fwB87nD0k3jlM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lbZtlfIMSkLZDhkbVPebP+XlnW0=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cKphbaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gYvHhTx6g/y5r9x0+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxnW/ncra+sbmVnW7trO7t39QPzzq6CRTDH2WiER1Q6pRcIm+4UZgN1VI41DgYzi5LfzHJ1SaJ/LBTFMMYjqSPOKMGiv5/XTMa4N6w226c5BV4pWkASXag/pXf5iwLEZpmKBa9zw3NUFOleFM4KzWzzSmlE3oCHuWShqjDvL5sTNyZpUhiRJlSxoyV39P5DTWehqHtjOmZqyXvUL8z+tlJroOci7TzKBki0VRJohJSPE5GXKFzIipJZQpbm8lbEwVZcbmU4TgLb+8SjoXTc9teveXjdZNGUcVTuAUzsGDK2jBHbTBBwYcnuEV3hzpvDjvzseiteKUM8fwB87nD0k3jlM=</latexit>
C1
<latexit sha1_base64="wownMZYHAfynx7X+gyf8MetyAzM=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GOxF48V7Ae0oWy2k3bp7ibsboQS+he8eFDEq3/Im//GpM1BWx8MPN6bYWZeEAturOt+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzSMVGiGbZZJCLdC6hBwRW2LbcCe7FGKgOB3WDazP3uE2rDI/VoZzH6ko4VDzmjNpeaQ68yrNbcursAWSdeQWpQoDWsfg1GEUskKssENabvubH1U6otZwLnlUFiMKZsSsfYz6iiEo2fLm6dk4tMGZEw0lkpSxbq74mUSmNmMsg6JbUTs+rl4n9eP7HhrZ9yFScWFVsuChNBbETyx8mIa2RWzDJCmebZrYRNqKbMZvHkIXirL6+TzlXdc+vew3WtcVfEUYYzOIdL8OAGGnAPLWgDgwk8wyu8OdJ5cd6dj2VrySlmTuEPnM8f78aNfw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wownMZYHAfynx7X+gyf8MetyAzM=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GOxF48V7Ae0oWy2k3bp7ibsboQS+he8eFDEq3/Im//GpM1BWx8MPN6bYWZeEAturOt+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzSMVGiGbZZJCLdC6hBwRW2LbcCe7FGKgOB3WDazP3uE2rDI/VoZzH6ko4VDzmjNpeaQ68yrNbcursAWSdeQWpQoDWsfg1GEUskKssENabvubH1U6otZwLnlUFiMKZsSsfYz6iiEo2fLm6dk4tMGZEw0lkpSxbq74mUSmNmMsg6JbUTs+rl4n9eP7HhrZ9yFScWFVsuChNBbETyx8mIa2RWzDJCmebZrYRNqKbMZvHkIXirL6+TzlXdc+vew3WtcVfEUYYzOIdL8OAGGnAPLWgDgwk8wyu8OdJ5cd6dj2VrySlmTuEPnM8f78aNfw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wownMZYHAfynx7X+gyf8MetyAzM=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GOxF48V7Ae0oWy2k3bp7ibsboQS+he8eFDEq3/Im//GpM1BWx8MPN6bYWZeEAturOt+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzSMVGiGbZZJCLdC6hBwRW2LbcCe7FGKgOB3WDazP3uE2rDI/VoZzH6ko4VDzmjNpeaQ68yrNbcursAWSdeQWpQoDWsfg1GEUskKssENabvubH1U6otZwLnlUFiMKZsSsfYz6iiEo2fLm6dk4tMGZEw0lkpSxbq74mUSmNmMsg6JbUTs+rl4n9eP7HhrZ9yFScWFVsuChNBbETyx8mIa2RWzDJCmebZrYRNqKbMZvHkIXirL6+TzlXdc+vew3WtcVfEUYYzOIdL8OAGGnAPLWgDgwk8wyu8OdJ5cd6dj2VrySlmTuEPnM8f78aNfw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wownMZYHAfynx7X+gyf8MetyAzM=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GOxF48V7Ae0oWy2k3bp7ibsboQS+he8eFDEq3/Im//GpM1BWx8MPN6bYWZeEAturOt+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzSMVGiGbZZJCLdC6hBwRW2LbcCe7FGKgOB3WDazP3uE2rDI/VoZzH6ko4VDzmjNpeaQ68yrNbcursAWSdeQWpQoDWsfg1GEUskKssENabvubH1U6otZwLnlUFiMKZsSsfYz6iiEo2fLm6dk4tMGZEw0lkpSxbq74mUSmNmMsg6JbUTs+rl4n9eP7HhrZ9yFScWFVsuChNBbETyx8mIa2RWzDJCmebZrYRNqKbMZvHkIXirL6+TzlXdc+vew3WtcVfEUYYzOIdL8OAGGnAPLWgDgwk8wyu8OdJ5cd6dj2VrySlmTuEPnM8f78aNfw==</latexit>
C2
<latexit sha1_base64="iHQgLCA2Ed/lTi+yB+USyKocj/E=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkR9FjsxWMF+wFtKJvtpF26uwm7G6GE/gUvHhTx6h/y5r8xaXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXxIIb67rfzsbm1vbObmmvvH9weHRcOTntmCjRDNssEpHuBdSg4ArblluBvVgjlYHAbjBt5n73CbXhkXq0sxh9SceKh5xRm0vNYb08rFTdmrsAWSdeQapQoDWsfA1GEUskKssENabvubH1U6otZwLn5UFiMKZsSsfYz6iiEo2fLm6dk8tMGZEw0lkpSxbq74mUSmNmMsg6JbUTs+rl4n9eP7HhrZ9yFScWFVsuChNBbETyx8mIa2RWzDJCmebZrYRNqKbMZvHkIXirL6+TTr3muTXv4brauCviKME5XMAVeHADDbiHFrSBwQSe4RXeHOm8OO/Ox7J1wylmzuAPnM8f8UuNgA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iHQgLCA2Ed/lTi+yB+USyKocj/E=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkR9FjsxWMF+wFtKJvtpF26uwm7G6GE/gUvHhTx6h/y5r8xaXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXxIIb67rfzsbm1vbObmmvvH9weHRcOTntmCjRDNssEpHuBdSg4ArblluBvVgjlYHAbjBt5n73CbXhkXq0sxh9SceKh5xRm0vNYb08rFTdmrsAWSdeQapQoDWsfA1GEUskKssENabvubH1U6otZwLn5UFiMKZsSsfYz6iiEo2fLm6dk8tMGZEw0lkpSxbq74mUSmNmMsg6JbUTs+rl4n9eP7HhrZ9yFScWFVsuChNBbETyx8mIa2RWzDJCmebZrYRNqKbMZvHkIXirL6+TTr3muTXv4brauCviKME5XMAVeHADDbiHFrSBwQSe4RXeHOm8OO/Ox7J1wylmzuAPnM8f8UuNgA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iHQgLCA2Ed/lTi+yB+USyKocj/E=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkR9FjsxWMF+wFtKJvtpF26uwm7G6GE/gUvHhTx6h/y5r8xaXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXxIIb67rfzsbm1vbObmmvvH9weHRcOTntmCjRDNssEpHuBdSg4ArblluBvVgjlYHAbjBt5n73CbXhkXq0sxh9SceKh5xRm0vNYb08rFTdmrsAWSdeQapQoDWsfA1GEUskKssENabvubH1U6otZwLn5UFiMKZsSsfYz6iiEo2fLm6dk8tMGZEw0lkpSxbq74mUSmNmMsg6JbUTs+rl4n9eP7HhrZ9yFScWFVsuChNBbETyx8mIa2RWzDJCmebZrYRNqKbMZvHkIXirL6+TTr3muTXv4brauCviKME5XMAVeHADDbiHFrSBwQSe4RXeHOm8OO/Ox7J1wylmzuAPnM8f8UuNgA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iHQgLCA2Ed/lTi+yB+USyKocj/E=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkR9FjsxWMF+wFtKJvtpF26uwm7G6GE/gUvHhTx6h/y5r8xaXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXxIIb67rfzsbm1vbObmmvvH9weHRcOTntmCjRDNssEpHuBdSg4ArblluBvVgjlYHAbjBt5n73CbXhkXq0sxh9SceKh5xRm0vNYb08rFTdmrsAWSdeQapQoDWsfA1GEUskKssENabvubH1U6otZwLn5UFiMKZsSsfYz6iiEo2fLm6dk8tMGZEw0lkpSxbq74mUSmNmMsg6JbUTs+rl4n9eP7HhrZ9yFScWFVsuChNBbETyx8mIa2RWzDJCmebZrYRNqKbMZvHkIXirL6+TTr3muTXv4brauCviKME5XMAVeHADDbiHFrSBwQSe4RXeHOm8OO/Ox7J1wylmzuAPnM8f8UuNgA==</latexit>
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FIG. 7. An illustration of how the difference between contour
integrals in opposite directions for arbitrary amplitude cycles,
can be broken down into the sum of similar differences on
smaller cycles. This result is due to the cancellation of the
integrals along the interior sides of the smaller cycles and is
valid upon division of the contour C into an arbitrary number
of smaller cycles {Ci}.
heat is driven between the external leads, despite the ab-
sence of any temperature or chemical potential bias. The
inset of Fig. 6 illustrates the behaviour of our violation
quantifier A(λ), which is non-zero and hence indicative
of a correction to the FT. The magnitude of the cor-
rection also appears to be increasing with Γ, indicated
by the larger area under the graph of A(λ). This is a
consequence of the increasing translation of P (Q) as an
increasing heat current is pumped between the external
leads. However, this trend is not general as increasing
noise will act to obscure any translation of P (Q) hence
reducing the magnitude of the correction function A(λ).
At the low temperature, relative to the energy scales asso-
ciated with the scattering matrix, the variance of P (Q) is
found to be decreasing with increasing coupling strength
(cf. Fig. 3(a) inset). However, in the high temperature
limit, the static noise becomes linearly dependent on Γ
and we would see that the resulting violation would be-
come less prominent with increasing coupling to the ex-
ternal leads.
A. Impact upon fluctuation theorems for arbitrary
amplitude pumps
For the case of the Majorana braiding [cf. Fig. 1(b)],
the amplitude of the parameter modulation is not small
enough for the linear expansion of the scattering ma-
trix in Eq. 11 to apply. Yet, in this section, we show
that the our results can be extended to demonstrate
the correction to the Gallavotti-Cohen fluctuation the-
orem for large amplitude cycles such as this. Firstly,
we make use of the fact that we can write the total
generating function for a small amplitude cycle, G(λ),
as the sum of geometric and dynamic contributions:
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G(λ) = Ggeom(λ) + Gdyn(λ). From our numerical re-
sults, we see that for the dynamic contribution, the GC
symmetry holds for all λ and consequently any correc-
tions to the FT arise solely from the geometric contri-
bution. Hence, an equivalent indicator of FT correc-
tion is given by Ageom = |χgeom(λ) − χgeom(−λ)|, where
χgeom(λ) = eG
geom(λ). This quantity, unlike A(λ), can be
calculated for arbitrary amplitude cycles.
In order to demonstrate this, we define the generating
function to be dependent upon the direction we travel
around the driving contour in parameter space as G	(λ)
and G(λ). The difference between these two generating
functions DQ(λ) = G
	
Q(λ) − GQ(λ) will clearly change
sign upon reversal of the pumping direction. For this
reason, we can calculate this quantity for a large ampli-
tude pump by dividing the area enclosed by the contour,
traversed throughout the braiding process, into smaller
areas, within which the weak amplitude approximation is
valid. An example of this reasoning is illustrated in Fig.
7. If we write the directional generating functions for




ds dtdsGθ,φ(λ), we see that the subtraction of
these integrals in opposite directions leads to the cancel-
lation of the interior contributions. This leaves only the








































We can hence obtain the quantity DQ(λ) for large am-
plitude cycles by summing the contributions of cycles
in which the small amplitude approximation is valid.
In the limit that the interior cycles are made infinites-
imally small, the summation of the contributions from
each smaller cycle can be used to approximate the form
of the generating function resulting from the traversal of
a contour of an arbitrary shape and size.
The quantity DQ(λ) isolates the contribution to the
generating function which is sensitive to the direction in
which the pumping contour is traversed. One can show
that, for a small amplitude, two parameter pump, this
term is the proportional to Xω,1Xω,2 and corresponds to
2Ggeom(λ). We can hence access the violation function
Ageom(λ) for arbitrary amplitude cycles.
The absolute value and argument of χgeom(λ) are plot-
ted in Fig. 8(a,b) for a Majorana braiding process. It can
be seen that, although the GC symmetry is present in the
real part of this quantity, the imaginary part is non-zero
and antisymmetric with respect to λ. As a result, the
violation function takes the form






FIG. 8. Absolute value (a) and argument (b) of the geomet-
ric contribution to the heat transport characteristic function
χgeom(λ) for the case of a Majorana braiding protocol. Re-
sults are plotted for several values of the external lead temper-
ature. Asymmetry of this function in λ indicates an apparent
violation of the Gallavotti-Cohen type fluctuation theorem.
and corrections are clearly required to the GCFT when
considering a Majorana braiding process. Furthermore,
the presence of this correction does not require the mod-
ulation of the external temperature gradient as in topo-
logically trivial systems [19] and hence stems solely from
the cyclic variation of the systems internal parameters.
In order to consider the temperature dependence of
this apparent violation one must take into account two
competing factors. Although the pumped heat increases
as a function of T , illustrated by the increasing gradient
of arg(χgeom)(λ) in Fig. 8(b), we also know that the sec-
ond cumulant of the pumped heat, M(2) varies as T 5.
This increased variance, indicated by the rate of decay of
|χgeom|2 plotted in Fig. 8(a), leads to the overlap of the
probability distributions P (Q) and P (−Q) and hence a
reduction in the correction to the GCFT. Furthermore,
the fact that the correction is purely geometric in nature,
means that, for T  ω, the correction is dependent only
on the contour traversed in parameter space and is inde-
pendent of the driving frequency. Given that, in the case
of a Majorana braiding, this contour is topologically pro-
tected against fluctuations in the driving, the behaviour
of the violation function Ageom(λ) will also exhibit this
protection.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
A system driven in an adiabatic cycle shows correc-
tions to thermodynamic fluctuation theorems which de-
pend on geometric properties of the cycle, as opposed
to its dynamical features. Here we have studied the
statistics of heat transfer for adiabatic cycles associated
with the topologically protected evolution of a quantum
system, specifically, a 1-dimensional topological super-
conductor undergoing a braiding of its Majorana zero
modes. We have first obtained general expressions for
the statistics of heat transfer, which extend known results
for the charge transport full counting statistics. We sin-
gled out the peculiarities of Majorana zero modes in the
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heat and charge current noise, including a correction to
the Gallavotti-Cohen type fluctuation theorem. We have
successfully extended this result to finite amplitude cycles
and showed that the heat transfer associated with Majo-
rana braiding induces a correction to a Gallavotti-Cohen
type fluctuation theorem. As opposed to analogous cor-
rections in non-topological systems which require cyclical
variation of the external temperatures [19], our contribu-
tion stems solely form a cycle in the system’s parameter
space, at constant temperature gradient, and is a result
of the coherent dynamics of the driving. Moreover, the
correction term is geometric in nature and topologically
protected against small, slow fluctuations of the driving.
The identification of corrections to transport fluctuation
theorems, in terms of quantum coherent contributions to
scattering processes, allows for further investigation to
incorporate such contributions in properly modified fluc-
tuation theorems.
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Appendix A: Characteristic Function for Driven Heat Transport
In order to define the characteristic function for the case of the Majorana braiding setup, which will include
inelastic scattering between the nearest energy sidebands, we must consider both the time and energy dependence of
the scattering matrix. Firstly, in order to deal with the time dependence, we will divide the total time interval t0 into
discrete time steps, which we will denote as ti, before taking the continuum limit. At each time step the components
of the scattering matrix will be assumed constant and we assume that the outgoing distribution of particles at a time
ti has no influence upon the ingoing distribution at a later time, since this is always taken as the equilibrium Fermi
distribution of the particle bath. As a consequence, the probabilities of the heat transferred across the junction within
each time interval can be taken as independent from one another. We can write the characteristic function associated














P (qt1 , qt2 , ...), (A1)
where {qti} denotes all possible combinations of the heat quantities qti . The independence of the probability distri-




















































It now remains to find an appropriate expression for the function χti(λ). The scattering between nearest energy
sidebands means that we cannot consider the characteristic function at each energy independently, a fact which
complicates the subsequent calculation significantly. With this in mind, we can define the net number of particles
with energy εj traveling to the right in the left lead as qti(εj) = mti(εj) − nti(εj) and thus write the characteristic
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Appendix B: Projective nature of Number Operator Matrices
Here we will show how products of number operators, defined in Sec. II A, which act at the same or different energies
can be simplified in order to demonstrate their projective nature. In order to do this we must first consider several
relationships that can be obtained from the unitarity of the scattering matrix. Treating the discretised particle energy
levels as ingoing and outgoing propagation channels, we can write the scattering matrix in block form,
Ŝ =

















By writing the scattering matrix in this form we can immediately see that its unitarity gives us the following useful
relations:
























Now let us consider for example the square of the outgoing number operator matrix at energy εi:























































S1γω (εi) = {P eεi←}ii,
(B3)
where in the final step we have made use of the unitarity relation given in Eq. B2a. The same reasoning can be
applied to the other components of the matrix and in the case of the outgoing number operator for holes. Hence we
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can conclude that P eεi←




= Phεi←. Next considering the cross-terms in the expansion we see that,













































and hence we have demonstrated the projective nature of the outgoing number operator matrices at each energy:
P 2εi← = Pεi←.
Next we will show that, in addition to this result, the sum of the matrices Pεi← over all energies is also itself a
projector. In order to do this we will evaluate the product(∑
i





Due to the shape of the P matrices given in Eq. 16, we find that the only non-zero contributions to this product
take the form: (








where |i− j| ≤ 2. (B5)
For the case in which i = j we have already shown that these matrices are projectors. Next considering the case
|i− j| = 1, we will first consider the elements of the matrix P eεi←P eεi±1←. In particular the top left non-zero element
of this matrix will be of the form





















































Here we have used the relation given in Eq. B2b and this relationship can be shown to hold true for every element of






































= 0 when |i− j| = 1. Finally for the case of |i− j| = 2, we will again consider as an example
the top left non-zero element of the relevant matrix:









by Eq. B2c. We have hence demonstrated the projective nature of the sum of the number operator matrices,(∑
i













P eεi← + P
h
εi←. (B9)
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